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Abstract
This thesis describes the technical implementation of a set of interconnectable blocks
designed to be used by children to explore the possibilities of digital sound manip-
ulation. In contrast to similar modular systems, this project places an emphasis on
achieving the minimum possible cost. Every aspect of the design from the circuitry
to the high-level code will be covered. Two particular innovations will be described
in detail: first, a new method of combining power, data, and clock signals onto a sin-
gle wire, and second, a method of determining the topology of a network of devices
usually connected electrically in parallel.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The impetus for this project came from the realization that although digital sound
surrounds us in everyday life, its possibilities as an outlet for creativity are limited by
the steep learning curve of current technology. Although trained professionals have
been making use of electronic audio equipment for over half a century, this equipment
often seems complicated and unintuitive to those without a technical background,
especially children. Despite enormous advances in technology over the past decades,
the user interface of most audio equipment has changed very little. The knobs and
switches that cover the faceplates of so many devices reflect what is convenient for
the machine to do, and not what is the most intuitive for the user.
The situation does not need to be this way. In this project, each block implements
a basic function of music or audio processing, and more complex structures are created
by connecting blocks together. In this way, anyone without a technical background
can explore digital sound in much the same way that construction kits such as Legos
allow them to explore mechanical ideas.
One challenge, then, is to decide what are the most fundamental concepts of digital
audio that ought be represented in a block. Examples of fundamental digital sound
manipulations might include mixing signals together, adjusting the pitch or amplitude
of signals, or storing recorded samples for later retrieval. Another challenge is how to
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take more complex audio functions, like sequencing an array of sounds, and simplify
them in a way that makes them accessible to a lay audience while still being powerful
enough that a professional might find them useful. These challenges, while interesting,
are not the focus of this paper, but they will be covered in depth in the Master's thesis
of John Harrison at the MIT Media Lab (summer 2005).
Instead, the focus of this paper is on the technical implementation of such a
system, without regard to the specific audio concepts involved. As such, the ideas
outlined here could apply to any modular system, whether audio-related or not.
1.2 Overview
1.2.1 Definition of Terms
In this paper, the term "block" (or "device") refers to a self-contained unit which has
a certain number of inputs and outputs that can be freely connected. The number
of inputs can be as few as zero or as many as seven, and there must be at least one
output 1. In the implementation described in this paper, each block has exactly one
output; however, in the future some blocks may have two or more outputs.
The term "network" describes a specific configuration of blocks connected to-
gether. Since for now, all blocks have only one output, networks can always be repre-
sented by tree structures, but in the future, more generic directed graphs containing
splits and loops are possible.
Although the devices are referred to as "blocks," they need not physically resemble
a cube. In fact, the initial design of the system houses each block in a sphere, with
rigid cables connecting the inputs and outputs. The appearance somewhat resembles
the molecular model kits used by chemistry students.
Finally, the network is connected to a computer by means of a special signal
converter referred to as the "host," which manages the custom protocol of the blocks
and relays the data to the computer via a standard RS232 serial port. The host
1 The designations "input" and "output" refer to the apparent direction of signal flow; see Sec-
tion 1.2.2.
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connects to the output of the block which forms the root of the tree structure of
the network. The inputs of this block are in turn connected to the outputs of other
blocks, until finally the blocks which represent the leaves of the tree have no inputs
connected.
1.2.2 Signal Flow
One important thing to note about the signal flow is that although from the user's
perspective, data originates from the leaf nodes of the network and travels upward
until it reaches the host, in reality it is exactly the opposite. Each block receives
both power and data via its output, and passes them along to the blocks connected
to its inputs. Doing this ensures that any possible network configuration will supply
every block with power and data, since there may frequently be blocks with no inputs
connected, but never one with its output disconnected.
1.3 Technical Goals
There are four overarching design goals of the technical implementation:
1.3.1 Low Cost
A network could conceivably contain dozens of blocks, so each block must be as
inexpensive as possible to produce. This is especially true if a system like this were
ever to be produced commercially. Therefore, the design should contain a minimum
of components, and wherever possible focus on implementing more in software to save
money on hardware.
1.3.2 Reliability
As the number of blocks in a network increases, the probability of a malfunction goes
up. The network should be designed in such a way that the failure of one block has
a minimal impact on the operation of the rest of the network. Further, the blocks
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should be designed so as to minimize their chance of failure even under non-ideal
operating conditions.
1.3.3 Expandability
The design should be generic enough that early decisions about the types of blocks
to implement do not limit the future ability to add others. Blocks should be able
to contain a wide variety of unique hardware features including sensors, lights, and
external ports. Furthermore, the network should be able to accommodate as many
blocks as possible without sacrificing reliable operation.
1.3.4 Low Power
A truly flexible system should not be dependent on an AC outlet to function. But
neither should every block have to contain a set of batteries, as doing so would
dramatically increase both the cost and the weight of the system. A large number
of blocks ought to be able to run off a centralized battery pack, and those batteries
should last as long as possible.
1.4 Design Choices
In order to achieve the four goals described in Section 1.3, three decisions were made
early in the project:
1.4.1 Centralize the Processing
Many existing modular systems designed for music and audio contain a digital signal
processor within each module. Since a primary goal here is to keep the cost to
a minimum, it is infeasible to put a sophisticated DSP within each block. Running
dozens of DSPs would also consume more power than we can afford, and reliable high-
speed communication between them would be challenging. For all of these reasons,
this system is designed to have all the actual audio processing take place within
14
a computer, or eventually a standalone DSP board. That means that each block
contains only enough hardware to identify itself within the structure of the network,
and to manage a few functions related to transmission of data that comes in from the
user.
1.4.2 Combine Power and Data on a Single Wire
Combining power and data on one wire allows the use of a two-wire connector for all
inputs and outputs (where the second wire is ground). There are three advantages
to this. First, multi-wire connectors are more expensive, and since each block might
have several inputs, the cost of the connectors alone could easily dwarf that of the rest
of the system. Second, many multi-conductor connectors are fragile, and might not
stand up to repeated insertions and removals. Third, round two-wire connectors can
be freely rotated in their sockets. We may want the cables to double as structural
elements holding the blocks together, and if so, the ability to rotate increases the
physical flexibility of the system.
The key to combining power and data together is finding a way to supply a
nontrivial amount of supply current at the same time as allowing communication
with a reasonably high bandwidth. The specific implementation of the power-on-
signal system will be described in Chapter 2.
1.4.3 Wire All Blocks in Parallel
Perhaps the most obvious way to communicate across a large network of blocks is
to have each block receive signals from its input, process them if necessary, and re-
transmit them through its output 2 . But this is not the recipe for a reliable system.
Specifically, if any block in the network fails, then all blocks connected to its inputs
will become unable to communicate with the host. Furthermore, buffering and re-
transmitting the signal at every block adds a delay, which when accumulated over
many layers could cause latency problems or make timing on the network difficult.
2 0r, as the case may be here, receive signals from its output and retransmit them out its inputs.
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A simpler solution from an electrical point of view is to connect all the blocks
in parallel. That way, any block can talk directly to the host across the shared
communication bus, with no latency regardless of the number of layers between it and
the host. A disadvantage of this approach is that multiple independent conversations
between blocks would hit a bottleneck at the shared bus. However, in this system,
blocks only communicate with the host, and never with each other, so there will only
be one transmission on the bus at a time anyway.
The more important difficulty is that connecting everything in parallel leaves no
way to distinguish the configuration of the network. That is, a block connected in
one place on the network will show up to the host in exactly the same way as a
block connected somewhere completely different. Somehow, there needs to be a way
to distinguish the physical location of the blocks despite the fact that they are in
parallel. A solution to this problem is described in Chapter 3.
16
Chapter 2
Combining Power and Data
2.1 Existing Solutions
There are several existing commercial solutions to provide power and data on the
same wire, but none of them were optimal for this project. Two commonly used
solutions are described below.
2.1.1 1-Wire
One solution is the so-called "1-Wire" technology from Dallas Semiconductor [2]. 1-
Wire uses a single data line connected via a pull-up resistor to a positive voltage
source (typically 5V). To communicate, a device pulls the bus low for 15/us to send
a logic one or 60us to send a logic zero. Power is drawn from the bus by means of a
half-wave rectifier on each device, which will charge a supply capacitor when the bus
is idle.
The main problem with this approach is that the pull-up resistor always appears
in series with the voltage source, which strongly limits how much current can be
drawn from the bus. More precisely, if a device pulling the bus low (to OV) sinks
a current Is, then I is the maximum amount of current that can be drawn by all
devices combined at any given time. Realistically, current draw must be much less
than Is or the bus voltage will sag. Typically Is will be in the vicinity of 1 to 10mA,
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which is sufficient to power a microcontroller and a few other pieces of digital logic,
but insufficient for a task such as lighting an LED, or even for powering dozens of
microcontrollers at once.
Dallas Semiconductor outlines in an application note a method of supplying more
power by switching back and forth from the pull-up driven data line to a direct power
source with no series resistor [3]. This too is unsuitable for this project, though,
as nothing can communicate during times the power source is activated. Supplying
power will therefore cut into the average bandwidth of the system. The bandwidth
is already fairly low: at 60ps to send a logic zero, the worst-case bandwidth of this
system (not considering spaces between bits) is limited to 16.7kbps. It would be
beneficial to be able to achieve much higher bandwidths in this project, with the idea
of eventually being able to accommodate MIDI1 data (which runs at 31.2kbps) or
even audio data (which could be much higher bandwidth) on the bus.
2.1.2 X10
Another technology worth mentioning is X10, which sends data through a household
via the 120VAC wiring [4]. It does this by sending high-frequency (120kHz) pulses
at zero-crossings of the 60Hz waveform. The idea is that these high-frequency pulses
will be filtered out by all existing AC-powered equipment, but can be picked up with
specially-designed X10 receivers. X10 is one case of a more general class of solutions
combining power and data by means of linear filtering. By placing the power in one
frequency region and the data several orders of magnitude away, standard LC filters
can be used to separate one from the other at the receiving end.
Unfortunately, this too is unsuitable for this project. First of all, it will be very
expensive to include the necessary hardware in each block. Such hardware could
include inductors and capacitors to act as filters, and PLLs to detect the presence of
high-frequency pulses. Second, when there are many devices in parallel, the combined
impedance of all the filter networks will be greatly reduced, making it more difficult
to transmit a signal on the bus. For example, if an LC filter is used to provide the
1 Musical Instrument Digital Interface
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power supply for each device, and that filter has an input impedance of 5kQ2 at the
data frequency, then when 20 devices are connected to the bus, the total impedance
will have dropped to 250Q. That load may be too small to easily drive, or doing so
may require too much power.
2.2 New Design
------------------------------ 
. Host +5V
I 
- I--
L…__
Figure 2-1: Schematic of the power-on-data system
Figure 2-1 shows a new method of combining power and data which addresses
the concerns listed in Section 2.1. At its core, it is a pull-up resistor-driven interface
similar to -Wire. However, most of the time, the pull-up resistor is bypassed with a
low on-resistance electronic switch (controlled by the host) which effectively provides
a direct connection to the voltage source. When the switch is open, open drain
MOSFETs at the host and devices can pull the bus low to send data.
2.2.1 Bit-level Protocol
At first glance this system may seem similar to the 1-Wire method of switching
in power when data is not needed. The key difference lies in the control strategy.
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Figure 2-2 illustrates an example transmission. The host transmits a bit by setting
Q high. As a result, Q is low, and P goes low as well. This means the switch is open,
connecting the bus to the pull-up resistor. Simultaneously, the open drain output
draws current to pull the bus down to 0 volts.
5V
Bus
Vt= 1V
OV
1
P
0
1
0
to tl to
Figure 2-2: Signals in the power-on-data system of Figure 2-1
When the host finishes transmitting the bit, it sets Q low. Now with nothing
driving it, the bus is pulled high via the pull-up resistor. The rise will be slowed
by any parasitic capacitance on the line, which forms an RC time constant with Rp.
However, once the voltage on the bus exceeds the comparator threshold Vt, P will go
high and the switch will close, forcing the bus abruptly back to 5 volts. The threshold
voltage Vt should be chosen to be as low as possible, while still leaving enough noise
margin that the comparator will not spuriously output high when the bus is held low.
Somewhere in the vicinity of 1V is a typical value.
To send a zero, the host pulls the bus low for a short period of time. To send a
one, it pulls it low for a longer period of time, typically three to five times the length
of a zero. The precise timings depend on the data rate.
In contrast to 1-Wire, where a device would only pull the bus low when it had data
to send, here the host will continuously transmit short pulses (logic zeros) even where
there is no data to be sent. Sending these at regular intervals does not substantially
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reduce the amount of power available on the bus as long as the fraction of the time
the bus is low remains small. These pulses double as a data clock for the devices, and
their presence is key to the devices' ability to transmit data back.
The reason for this is illustrated in Figure 2-3. As long as the switch is closed, no
device can transmit data without destroying its output transistor. But once the bus
has been pulled low by the host, any device can enable its output and prevent the
bus from going high again. To transmit a logic zero, a device does nothing and lets
the bus rise as it would normally. But to transmit a logic one, a device triggers on
the falling edge of the line, and then enables its output to hold the bus low, releasing
it late enough that the host can detect that a one has been sent. It should always
release the bus before the next pulse was to occur, or the host and devices may become
confused about the timing of the data.
V
Vt =
Device transmits: 0 1 1
Figure 2-3: Transmitting data from a device
2.2.2 Drawing Power
To draw power from the bus, a device uses a half-wave rectifier. Using a Schottky
diode reduces the voltage drop, which is advantageous in situations where the supply
voltage at the host is barely above the rating of the device. Power is transmitted
whenever signal P is high- that is, whenever the bus voltage is above Vt. A supply
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capacitor retains power for the device during the periods the bus is low. For a
transmission of all zeros, the bus could be high upwards of 80% of the time. For a
transmission of all ones, it may be as little as 20% of the time. Again, the precise
numbers depend on the timings for a given data rate. But regardless of the particular
numbers, an important benefit is that the power is being transmitted simultaneously
with the data, rather than alternating between large chunks of data and large chunks
of power.
Vdd
Vt
OV
I I (timings not to scale)
I I T = 17.41ss I I
to = 2.41s t I = 13.2 ILS
tr = 8 Ips
Figure 2-4: Communication timings
Figure 2-4 shows the timing values used in this version of the project. The data
rate is 57.6kbps. T represents the total period of the waveform, which is the inverse
of the data rate. to is the amount of time the bus is held low by the host to send a
zero. t is the amount of time the bus is held low by either the host or a device to
send a one. tr is the threshold for determining whether to receive a one or a zero; if
the bus is low for longer than tr, a one is received, otherwise a zero is received. To
allow time for the bus to rise, t should be chosen to be closer to the value of t, than
to the value of to.
The biggest limitation of this design comes from the fact that the bus is pulled high
with a resistor after a bit has finished transmitting. The more parasitic capacitance
22
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exists on the bus, the slower the rise time will be. If the data rate is too high, a slow
rise time could be mistaken for a device transmitting a one, leading to data errors.
Lowering the threshold voltage will catch these rises sooner, but it cannot be too low
or it may trigger even though the bus is being held low. Reducing the value of the
pull-up resistor Rp will speed up the rising waveform at the cost of dissipating more
power when the bus is low.
The parasitic capacitance is a function of the number of devices connected to the
bus and the length of the cabling. This places an upper limit on the scalability of the
system. In general, a slow data rate can be easily scaled to large numbers of devices
and long cables, but a high data rate may only work for a small handful of devices
with short cables. Some potential ways around this will be discussed in Section 6.2.
2.2.3 Byte-level Protocol
Because the host is always transmitting zeros regardless of whether it has any data
to send, there must be a way to distinguish data from idle activity on the bus. The
way this is accomplished is by transmitting data in whole bytes only, and preceding
each byte with a start bit which is a logic one. So from the idle state, the first logic
one received announces the beginning of a new byte, at which point the next eight
pulses determine the content of the byte. Bytes are transmitted beginning with the
most significant bit. There are no stop bits, since the devices need only to count
pulses to determine when the byte has finished transmitting. There are also no parity
bits, although there is certainly no reason the power-on-data system described above
could not be used with parity. One start bit plus eight data bits entails a or 11.1%
penalty over the raw 57.6kbps data rate, for an adjusted rate of 51.2kbps.
2.2.4 Command-level Protocol
Beyond transmitting single bytes, there must be a system of organizing bytes into
coherent messages. The host is responsible for initiating any communication on the
bus. Devices always talk directly to the host, and never to each other. A command,
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sent by the host, is just a string of bytes immediately following one another, with no
extra pulses in between. The command can be of any length up to 16 bytes. The end
of the command can always be detected by the absence of another start bit after the
completion of a byte.
Commands begin with a byte announcing the command type, with future bytes
supplying extra information as necessary. Typically, a command will address one
specific device, and that device will then return a response consisting of a similar
string of bytes up to 32 bytes long. Up to 10 pulses may go by between the end of
the command and the beginning of the response, to allow time for processing on the
device end. If no start bit has been detected by the 10th pulse, it is assumed that
there is no response and the host can continue to the next command.
There are a few special cases of broadcast commands intended for all connected
devices, most of which do not expect a response from any device2. The length of the
command and response are dependent on the particular command being issued, and
any error-checking is implemented within the response to each command, for example
as a checksum at the end of the response.
One important consideration is how to keep all connected devices properly syn-
chronized. If a device thinks the bus is idle when a byte is transmitting, then it will
mistake the first logic one it sees as a start bit, and then read the next eight bits as if
they belonged to a single byte. Conversely, if a device thinks a byte is transmitting
when the bus is idle, it will read in a byte containing all zeros. If a new device is
attached to the system when power is already applied (a situation that occurs com-
monly), it will have no way to know what the initial state of the bus is. Even if all
devices begin properly synchronized, we cannot rule out the possibility that a glitch
or noise on the bus could cause one or more devices to get out of sync at some point.
Clearly there must be a way of resynchronizing the devices.
The way this happens is that before each command begins, the host withholds
pulses for a length of time equal to several bits. The devices can measure the length of
time between each pulse, and detect this extra length of time to signal the beginning of
2 Some exceptions to this rule will be covered in Section 3.2.4.
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a new command. From there all devices shift to the idle state to await the transmission
of the command. This also has the benefit that traffic on the bus sent by one device
can never be mistaken by another as announcing a command, since a device will
only listen for a command immediately after the host announces one by withholding
pulses. This is a significant improvement over a system like MIDI which restricts its
data to seven bits so the eighth can be used to announce system commands.
Figure 2-5 shows an example transmission, illustrating a command and associated
response. The particular meaning of each command will be covered later in this
paper.
New
Idle cmd. Command byte 0 Command byte 1 Wait Response byte 0 Idle
I I I 1 I I I000 Pause 1110101011100000100 001 0 .1..
start bit
Figure 2-5: Example transmission shown at the bit level
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Chapter 3
Discovering the Network Structure
3.1 Switches
Section 2.2 described how data is transmitted back and forth between the host and a
device. Recall from Chapter 1 that one of the design decisions made in this project
was to wire all the devices in parallel. It should be clear that multiple devices could
all exist on the same bus using the power-on-data system discussed in Chapter 2, but
it is also necessary to be able to identify their physical locations in the network. How
is this possible?
The basic strategy is for each input of each device to be connected to a switch.
If the switch is closed, whatever is connected to that input is on the network. If
the switch is open, it is not on the network. To discover the network structure, the
switches are selectively opened and closed, rescanning the bus each time to see which
devices are present. An algorithm can be written which always finds the correct
location of every block. This is discussed in Section 3.2.
Figure 3-1 shows an example of the switch circuit. Notice that SPDT switches are
used on every input. The reason is that the blocks connected to that input receive not
only data but power from the connection, and to simply open a SPST switch would
cause the blocks to turn off and reset when they are reconnected. Instead, the SPDT
switch connects them to its filtered power supply, which ensures they receive power
but no data. However, we will still use the terminology "on" to refer to switches
27
Ouput (to host or other device)
_, __ Tnnult 1
-df
j. I[A---o 
I F' o.-K1 '
IS2
, n/"x 
I " Input 
Figure 3-1: Configuration of device switches
connected to the bus, and "off" to refer to switches connected to the filtered power
supply.
There is one potential problem to consider in turning the switches off. Suppose
ten devices were connected in a chain, with the output of each device connected to an
input of the next. If every one of the devices turned off their switches, there would
be a voltage drop of 0.3V between each device. If the supply voltage initially started
at 5V, the last device would only see 2V in supply, which might be insufficient to
run its microcontroller. To get around that problem, every device is equipped with a
timeout detector: if a long enough period of time passes since the pulse was detected,
it turns on all its switches until it starts receiving data again. That way, there will
only be one device at a time in the chain with its switches off. The timeout should
be set to a value long enough that the host's announcement of a new command is not
mistaken for being taken off the bus, but short enough that the supply capacitors on
the attached devices do not drain significantly. Somewhere in the vicinity of a few
hundred microseconds to one millisecond would be an appropriate choice. Once the
device begins receiving data again after a timeout, it will turn off all its switches until
requested by the host to do otherwise.
A related problem is that even when the switches are on, they have a nonzero
on-resistance, which will add in series the further down the tree a block is located.
This will limit the amount of current that can be drawn before the voltage on the
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bus droops too low to maintain an effective power supply voltage. For example, if all
switches had a resistance of 1OQ, and ten devices were connected in a chain, the last
one would see a series resistance of 100Q from the voltage source located at the host.
So if it were drawing lOmA, there would be a voltage drop of 1V on the bus. A supply
voltage of 4V instead of 5V may not make a large difference, but if the device tried
to draw 100mA the situation would be very different. The result is that the switches
should be chosen to have the lowest possible on-resistance, within cost constraints.
3.2 Polling Routine
3.2.1 Terminology
Before going into detail on the algorithm to determine the network structure, it helps
to introduce some terminology. "Polling" refers to the algorithm which determines
the network structure. A complete poll results in a complete map of the network.
A "device number" or "device ID" is a one-byte unique identifier given to a par-
ticular device (block) during polling. All future commands will address the device
using this ID. The numbers start at 1 for the first block polled, and increment with
each successive block discovered on the network. Again, it is important to stress that
these numbers are assigned during polling, and are not an inherent value of the block
itself. A block's device number can change from one poll to the next, as blocks are
added or removed from the system.
A "serial number" is a four-byte code which is stored permanently in each block.
This is also a unique identifier, but it will remain constant between polls and between
power cycles. The reason this number is not used to access the device is that in
an environment where many commands per second are happening, it is a waste of
bandwidth to transmit the extra three bytes every time, and it is more likely to get
corrupted during transmission than a single byte identifier.
A "polling number" or "poll ID" is a number in the range of zero to three which
remains constant across each poll, but cycles from one poll to the next. This number
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is used so that each block can remember whether it has already been polled in deciding
whether to respond to a query. Every block stores the last poll ID it has seenl .
An "identify request" is a command sent across the network containing a poll
number and a device number. Any block that sees an identify request with a different
polling number than its stored value should respond to the request, taking the supplied
device number as its own. The polling algorithm makes sure that only one device
at a time should see a request containing a new polling number. This avoids two
blocks taking on the same device number and subsequently becoming impossible
to distinguish from one another. The response to the identify request contains a
confirmation of the device number as well as a few bytes of information about the
block, to be described in Section 5.1.6.
Figure 3-2: Polling routine pseudo-code
1In theory, only two possible polling numbers are needed, but using a choice of four values makes
it less likely that a device will mistake a new poll from one it has already seen.
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Send ping command. If response matches expectation, stop.
Turn off all switches on all devices
Increment variable pollID. If pollID was 3, pollID = 0
Global variable deviceID = 1
New network = pollFunction(pollID)
Send ping command. If response does not match expected, start over.
pollFunction(pollID):
Send identify command(pollID, deviceID)
If no response return []
Otherwise:
currentDeviceID = deviceID
deviceID = deviceID + 1
Send serial number command(currentDeviceID)
For each switch in current device:
Send switch on command(currentDeviceID, switchID)
inputSubtree[switchID] = pollFunction(pollID)
Return [Device info and serial number, inputSubtree[1],
inputSubtree[2], ... ]
3.2.2 Algorithm
Pseudo-code for the polling routine is shown in Figure 3-2. All devices start with
their switches off. Note that there is no switch on the host, so there will be a single
block still connected to the host. The host takes a new polling number, and issues
an identify command. The block connected directly to the host will respond to the
command and become device number 1. The host can then ask device number 1 to
turn on each of its switches in succession, sending a new identify command each time.
The algorithm is essentially a depth-first search, and the resulting data structure will
be a tree where the first element of each node contains some device information, and
the remaining elements describe subtrees connected to that node.
3.2.3 Example
Figure 3-3: An example network
It is clearest to illustrate the algorithm by means of an example. Consider the
network structure shown in Figure 3-3. The polling routine will produce the following
sequence of events:
1. Host asks all devices to turn off switches. Only block A remains on network.
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2. Host increments poll number. None of the blocks will have seen this new number yet.
3. Host issues identify command with device ID = 1. Block A responds, and assumes
ID 1.
4. Host now asks block A (ID 1) to turn on its first switch.
5. Host sends a new identify command with device ID = 2. Block A has already 'seen
an identify command with this polling number, so it doesn't respond. Block B has
not, so it responds and takes device ID 2.
6. Host asks block B to turn on its first switch.
7. Host sends identify command width device ID = 3. Block C responds, and takes ID
3. Other two blocks have already seen polling number and don't respond.
8. Host asks block B to turn on its second switch.
9. Host sends identify command with device ID = 4, and finds block D.
10. Code backs up a level (returning information about the subtree starting at block B).
This subtree is listed as what's connected to the first input of A.
11. Host asks block A to turn on its second switch.
12. Host issues identify command with device ID = 5, finding block E.
13. Host asks block E to turn on its first switch.
14. Host issues identify command with device ID = 6. There is no response, because
every block currently on the network has already seen this polling number.
15. Host asks block E to turn on its second switch.
16. Host issues identify command, still with device ID = 6. Now block F responds, taking
6 as its device ID.
17. Code backs up, returning subtree connected to the second input of A.
18. The final result is a tree (with block A as its root) describing the topology of the
network.
19. Host asks all devices to turn their switches on to make sure it can address every block
on the network.
Note that the last step is not strictly necessary, since all switches should already
be on by the end of the polling routine. However, doing this is a good check to make
sure the routine behaved correctly.
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3.2.4 When to Poll
For a large network of dozens of blocks, polling could conceivably take many com-
mands and a long time. It would not be efficient to constantly poll the bus to check
for changes in the network, but nor is it optimal to put a long delay between polls or
to require the user to press a button to alert the system to a network change. The
ideal system would respond immediately to any block added or removed from the
network. How can this be done efficiently?
The blocks are programmed to understand a command known as "ping," which
is a broadcast command sent by the host and heard by the whole network. The goal
of the command is to have all the blocks respond simultaneously in such a way that
it can be detected whether any blocks have been added or removed. The way this is
implemented is for each block to respond by sending a logic one in the bit position
corresponding to its device number. For example, a block with device ID I would
respond by sending a single byte back of value 02h (00000010 = bit 1 set), and a
block with device ID 10 would respond by sending back two bytes, the second of
which had bit 2 set (00000000, 00000100 = 0400h in little-endian notation, or 0004h
in big-endian).
All the devices on the network should send these responses at exactly the same
time. If more than one device attempts to pull the bus low at the same time2 , there
will be no adverse effects, and the bus will be held low for the longest of the times
each device is transmitting. In other words, multiple devices transmitting at once
will produce the logical OR of all their responses. Note that the number of bytes in
the response will be equal to that of the longest response of any device, which in this
case is the device with the highest device number.
We can use the ping response to tell if the network has changed. If there are five
devices on the network, they will always have device IDs ranging from 1 to 5, and
the expected ping response will be a single byte with bits I through 5 set (3Eh). If
any device has been removed from the network, that bit will no longer be set in the
ping response, and the host will know the network has changed.
2 This will be the case for multiple devices sending start bits.
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The flip side is that all devices newly connected to the network, before being
assigned a device number, default to device number 0. Device number 0 is reserved
exclusively for newly attached devices, and will never be assigned by the polling
routine. So if bit 0 in the ping response is set (3Fh in the above example), the host
will know a new block has been connected.
Sending a ping takes far less time than running the entire polling routine, so it
can be done several times a second3 . Any time the ping response is anything other
than expected, the host will run the complete polling routine. The ping response
also serves as an error checker: at the end of polling, the host checks that everything
operated correctly by checking if the ping response matches what's expected. If not,
the poll is run again with a new polling number, up to a specified number of retries.
The only challenge in implementing the ping command is to make sure all the
devices respond at exactly the same time. Since they are bound by the clock of the
pulses provided by the host, there is a limited range of variability, but it is important
that each device begin transmitting at exactly the same pulse, or the data will come
out scrambled. One would expect most of the time, identical devices would take the
exact same amount of time to respond, but a device with a very large device number
might take longer to prepare its response than one with a very small device number.
To compensate, the devices always wait for exactly 3 pulses to go by after the end
of the command before responding. This gives more than enough margin for each
device to prepare its response.
3 Polling occurs four times per second in the current version of this system.
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Chapter 4
Other Design Issues
4.1 Sensors
The blocks can have more functions than simply determining their network configu-
ration and reporting it to a computer or DSP. Blocks may also contain any variety of
data source, referred to here as a "sensor." Sensors could include things traditionally
thought of by that name, such as buttons, knobs, accelerometers, or light sensors,
or a sensor could actually be another source of data entirely, for example a MIDI
connection. What they all have in common is that they all produce data which the
device needs to communicate back to the host over the bus.
The system is designed in so that each device can have as many as 15 sensors (or
as few as none). The specific function of each sensor is left up to the individual device,
but there is a common protocol for accessing the data regardless of its type or origin.
There are two commands to do this. First, there is a specific command designed to
retrieve data from a given sensor of a device. Second, there is a command called "has
data" which operates in the same manner as ping, except that a device only responds
if it has data available to send. This way, instead of having to constantly query every
sensor on the network even though most of them may not have new data, the host
can send "has data" until at least one device responds, and then follow up by sending
a sensor query specifically to that device.
If more than one device responds to "has data," the host must decide the priority
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of each device. In the current system, it just asks each device for its sensor data in
order of device number, but in a future version of the system, the host will understand
certain sensors to be more important than others1 .
The handling of sensors is one of the drawbacks to the protocol that requires the
host to speak first. Consider a device with a single button hooked up to the host. It
would be nice when the button is pressed for the device to be able to immediately
alert the host of that fact, but as it is currently implemented, that data cannot be
transmitted until the host specifically requests it. If the host is sending "has data"
requests frequently, the overall latency will be fairly low, but unfortunately it will
always be at least a couple milliseconds. The faster the data rate on the bus, the
lower the latency.
4.2 Multicolor LEDs
Each device has at its output an RGB LED which can be lit in any color of the
spectrum. Its purpose is to provide visual feedback to the user about the sorts of
signals supposedly coming from that device. The inclusion of "supposedly" refers
to the fact that in reality, all the actual audio processing is done in a centralized
computer or DSP, so there really are no audio signals coming from the device itself.
However, from the perspective of the user, the device is responsible for manipulating
the audio, and hence the LED indicates what sort of signal comes out.
For the purposes of this paper, the semantics of what the LED indicates are less
important than how the LED is implemented. The LED has three elements (red,
green, and blue), which should be continuously controllable to any level of intensity.
A PWM scheme is used to switch each element on and off faster than the human eye
can detect, creating the effect of continuous shades of brightness. Each element has
a series resistor, which serves both to protect the LED against excess current in the
event of a microcontroller malfunction, and also to normalize the brightness between
1For example, a MIDI port might need a lower latency than a knob where a tenth of a second
delay wouldn't be noticed.
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the three elements.
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Figure 4-1: Driving an RGB LED with two control signals: Schematic
Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of the LED configuration. The three resistors have
different values to account for the different voltage drop of each element: red has a
drop of around 1.8V, green around 2.2V, and blue around 3.5V. The current through
the LED assuming it is continuously on is then 5 v-VdrP. Note that if the supply
voltage changes significantly, the LED color balance will be altered. This is another
important reason to keep the switch on-resistance low. A voltage regulator could be
used, but this would be expensive and waste power.
The circuit has been designed to operate using two synchronized PWM channels
rather than three independent channels, because the microcontroller has a limited
number of available PWM channels, and only two that are readily available for this
purpose. Another reason is that this configuration limits the peak current draw of
the LED system, since it is guaranteed that a maximum of one element at a time is
on.
If A is high (5V) and B is low (OV), then the red element will be forward-biased,
and the blue element reverse-biased. The MOSFET will be off, so only the red element
will light. On the other hand, if B is high and A is low, the blue element will be
on and the red element off. The MOSFET will be on, but there will be no supply
voltage at the drain, so the green element will still be off. If both A and B are high,
then there is no voltage difference across either the red or the blue elements, but the
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MOSFET will be on, lighting the green element. And if both A and B are low, then
all three elements are off. The external MOSFET costs less than twenty cents in
quantity, so its contribution to overall system cost is minimal.
I
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Figure 4-2:
R = At G = t-At B = tb+At-taDriving anRGB LED with T control
Driving an RGB LED with two control signals: Timing
Figure 4-2 shows an example of using PWM signals to control the intensity of each
element. The formulas give the relative intensity (normalized to 1) of each channel as
a function of the time each signal is high ta and tb, the time shift between them At,
and the period T. A constraint of this configuration is that the sum of the normalized
intensities of each element must be less than or equal to 1. That is, red, green, and
blue can not all simultaneously run at full intensity. In practice, this limitation is
unimportant since the usual use of the LED will be to set it to different hues while
preserving the same total intensity.
4.3 Summary of Commands
Each of the important aspects of the blocks has now been covered: power-on-data,
polling, sensors, and LEDs. Appendix A shows a listing of all commands implemented
by the blocks related to these functions. Also listed are the expected responses to
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each command. The byte codes for the commands are chosen somewhat arbitrarily,
but with the constraint that the Hamming distance between commands be at least
2 to minimize the chance of a transmission error causing a spurious command to be
executed.
For most blocks, the commands in Appendix A will be sufficient to perform all
functions of which it is capable. However, it is possible that in the future some blocks
will require additional specialized commands. As will be discussed in Section 5.1.8,
the firmware for the devices is written in a way to make extending the command
protocol easy to do.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
5.1 Implementation of Device
Figure 5-1: Schematic of a typical device
5.1.1 Microcontroller
Figure 5-1 shows a schematic of the implementation of the devices. The circuit
is based on the ATtiny2313 AVR 8-bit RISC microcontroller from Atmel [1].
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The
decision was made early in the project to use the Atmel AVR chips rather than a
competing architecture because of the open source development tools available for
them.
The choice of the specific part was based on a number of factors. First, the
chip cost must be kept as low as possible. This limited the available choices to the
most inexpensive "tiny"-series parts. Second, the chip had to have self-programming
ability; that is, the chip had to be capable of altering its code while operating. The
idea was that eventually, new firmware could be downloaded to a whole network of
devices at once via the protocols described above. Although this feature is not in the
first version of the system, it is planned for future revisions.
The third important factor was that the chip must have enough pins to drive
several switches and at least one LED. Many of the most inexpensive AVR micro-
controllers have only 8 pins, which limits their expandability to blocks with many
inputs or sensors. It made the most sense logistically to write the firmware with one
particular part in mind, rather than to maintain separate versions for different chips,
so therefore it was expected that the part chosen have enough pins for all reasonable
tasks.
Finally, while SRAM and EEPROM were not considered a necessity, their presence
certainly influenced the choice of microcontroller. The ATtiny2313 was both one
of the cheapest and one of the most flexible chips available. It has 2048 bytes of
flash memory for program storage, along with 128 bytes of SRAM and 128 bytes
of EEPROM. It is a 20-pin device with 18 pins that can be assigned to generic
I/O functionality. It can take a supply voltage between 2.7V and 5.5V. Two onboard
timers provide up to four PWM channels. It also has an on-chip RC oscillator running
at 4 or 8MHz, eliminating the need for an external crystal. The only useful function it
lacks is an analog input (for use with some sensors), although it does have an analog
comparator which suffices in certain situations.
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5.1.2 Switches
The schematic in Figure 5-1 is for a device with two inputs, but up to seven inputs
can be used simply by using more switch ICs1 . A MAX4852 is used to implement
the switches. This chip contains two switches in a package for less than $1.00 when
purchased in quantity. The switches have low on-resistance of 3.5Q for the normally
closed channel and 7Q for the normally open channel. The supply voltage can range
from 1.8V to 5.5V, and the supply current is 1uA or less. Although there are switches
which have even lower on-resistance (some, like the MAX4624, as little as 1Q), none
could be found which provided this feature set at such a low price.
Another attractive feature of the MAX4852 is its ability to switch signals which
exceed its positive supply rail. Most solid-state switches are not rated for this type of
use, and can be damaged by excessive voltage at the switch terminals. In this project,
switching signals above the supply rail is a guarantee because the power supply is
always a Schottky diode drop below the data line. Most chips can probably handle
a signal only 300mV above their positive supply rail, but the MAX4852 is one of the
few devices explicitly rated for it.
Since the on-resistance for the normally open and normally closed terminals is
different, it was important to decide whether normally closed represented the switch
being "on" or "off." The devices will spend the majority of their time with the
switches on, that is, with the data line connected straight through. Furthermore, at
most one device at a time should have its switches off. Therefore, it makes the most
sense for "switch on" to represent normally closed, with only 3.5Q of resistance, and
"switch off" be normally open with 7Q of resistance.
5.1.3 Connectors
In the long run, the goal is to have custom connectors that are designed to double
as structural elements to hold the blocks together. For now, however, off-the-shelf
connectors were used. These connectors should be round, to take advantage of the
1 The limitation of seven inputs is a design decision of the protocol, based on the idea that no
block could possibly use more.
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ability to freely rotate in their sockets, but they should hopefully have enough friction
to avoid falling out easily. The input and output connectors must be different, to pre-
vent connecting inputs to inputs, or outputs to outputs. Finally, the ideal connectors
would prevent any short circuits from occurring during insertion or removal. Since all
the blocks are usually connected in parallel, even touching the tip of one connector
to the sleeve of another could create a short circuit.
Three common types of commercially available round connectors are phone plugs,
RCA plugs, and DC power connectors. Phone plugs, which come in a variety of sizes,
are unsuitable for this project because they have a high potential for short circuits
on insertion and removal. It is virtually impossible to insert a phone plug without
touching the tip to the metal sleeve around the outside of the jack. RCA plugs make
a solid physical connection and are very cheap, but they too run the risk of creating
short circuits if the tip of a plug is touched to the outside ring of a jack. Also, since
RCA jacks come in only one size, there is no way to enforce connections only between
inputs and outputs. DC power connectors, which have two concentric metal rings
and come in a variety of sizes, are resistant to shorting, but the physical connection
they make tends to be looser than that of an RCA jack.
For this version of the system, RCA jacks were used for the outputs and DC power
jacks (2.5mmx5.5mm) for the inputs. Specially-made cables were used to connect
them. The cables were less than 6 inches long, and had plastic rods inside to make
them rigid, so that the blocks could be physically held together by them. With this
combination of connectors, shorting was never a risk because disconnecting an RCA
jack would cut the network in two. If in the future, networks contain forks and
loops instead of always being trees, shorting may again be a risk. The main problem
with the connectors was that the DC power jacks did not form a physically tight
connection, and the rigid cables acted as a lever to pull them out of place. Since this
is an early prototype, though, these minor problems were ignored.
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5.1.4 Power-on-Data
The host is responsible for generating the signal that comes in the "output" terminal
of the device. Schottky diode D1 and capacitor C1 form a half-wave rectifier to supply
power to the chips. When the line is high, D1 turns on and C1 charges, and when
it goes low, D1 turns off and C1 retains its charge. C1 was chosen to be 2.24uF as
a compromise between low voltage ripple and reasonable charging time. If the line
were to be low for the entire duration of a bit (17.4/ts, a pessimistic assumption),
and the device were drawing 10mA, the voltage drop during that time would be only
80mV. It would take 220ps with no power at 10mA for the supply voltage to drop by
1V. The ATtiny2313L is rated for operation down to 2.7V. Since the normal supply
voltage is around 4.7V, it would take around 440/ps drawing 10mA with no power for
the supply voltage to fall below usable range. Absent a short circuit on the bus, the
line should never be low for anywhere near that amount of time. On the flip side,
if we assume Rs = 10Q of series resistance from the voltage source, the approximate
time required to charge the capacitor is 2.2 * Rs * C1 = 48,us. Note then that in most
cases, connecting a new device to the bus should not cause the bus to stay low for
long enough to interfere with the operation of the existing devices. There is a special
case, however, that may cause problems, which will be discussed in Section 6.1.
Figure 2-1 described a power-on-data system that used open drain MOSFETs for
output drivers. Here, the I/O pin of the ATtiny2313 is serving the same purpose
by switching between active low (MOSFET on) and high impedance (MOSFET off)
states. Active high output is never used on the I/O pin, because the responsibility of
pulling the bus high is left to the host.
Appendix B contains the complete firmware code for the device, written in assem-
bly language. Comments in the code indicate the specific function of each instruction,
but this section will describe the broad overview of the communication protocol on
the device side.
Recall that the host generates a pulse train where the line goes periodically low
for a few microsceconds. The particular I/O pin on the microcontroller is chosen
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because it can be used to trigger an external interrupt. This interrupt is configured
at startup time to occur on the falling edge of the line. That means that there will
be one interrupt for every bit transmitted or received, and the device does not need
to worry about timing between bits.
Both data transmit and receive operate as a state machine. State information
includes whether the device is currently transmitting or receiving, which bit of a byte
it is currently awaiting (bit 0 if there is no transfer in progress), and information
about the last bit received or the next bit to send. Several registers are specifically
defined to contain such state information, including the individual bits in the flags
register. A separate register (data) acts a shift register, shifting contents in or out
each bit depending on the direction of data flow. Bytes are transmitted and received
starting with the most significant bit. There is a one byte buffer on both send and
receive ends, implemented by the lastbyte and nextbyte registers.
Unless there is a byte in the shift register to transmit, the device defaults to receive
mode. The ATtiny2313's "Timer/Counter 1" is used to set a delay after the falling
edge interrupt. After this delay, the line is sampled again. If it is still low, then the
bit is a logic one. If the line is high, it means it has been released quickly, and the bit
is zero. The delay is around 8[t after the beginning of the pulse: less than the time
the bus is held low to send a one, but large enough that the line will have already
returned to the high state for logic zero. In receive mode, the device is idle until it
sees the first logic one bit, which it takes as a start bit. At that point, it shifts in the
next eight bits and stores the result in the lastbyte register.
To transmit a byte, it is stored by the program in the nextbyte register, and the
bytetosend flag is set. As soon as the communication routine finishes the current
transaction (which is to say, receiving or sending a byte in progress), it will move the
new byte into the shift register to send it. To send a one, the device changes the I/O
pin from high impedance to active low state, and sets Timer/Counter 1 to a delay.
After the delay, the I/O pin returns to high impedance and the host pulls the bus
high through its pull-up resistor. To send a zero, the device just waits for the next
pulse; the host will pull the line up immediately.
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One subtlety to the transmit code is that it actually prepares all transmissions one
bit in advance. That is, at each falling edge interrupt it decides what it will do on the
next bit. The reason for this is that the pulse from the host only lasts 2 or 3s, and
there is a delay while the device processes the interrupt before any code is executed.
If at that point, many more instructions passed while the device decided whether to
send a one, the pulse may have ended and rendered it impossible to transmit. The
way around this is to cache the intended behavior, and to execute it immediately at
the beginning of the next pulse. Since at least one pulse has to go by at the end of a
command anyway without a start bit (to know that the transmission has completed),
this extra delay will make little or no difference.
In addition to handling the short delays to send and receive a one, Timer/Counter
1 also serves as a way to detect the beginning of a new command or a timeout
condition where the device has been disconnected from the data flow. Every time a
pulse occurs, at the end of all the processing, the timer is set to a known value. If the
timer overflows before the next pulse occurs, something which takes around 200ps, it
indicates a timeout occurred and the device responds by turning on all its switches.
When the next pulse comes, it responds by turning off all its switches.
To detect a new command, the code compares the current value of the timer during
a pulse interrupt with the value at which it started. If more than about 256 clock
cycles (or 32us) have passed, it means the host must be signaling a new command.
When the device sees a new command, it discards any send or receive operations in
progress, and prepares to receive the new transmission. Note that this means data
scheduled to be sent can be lost forever. This is not a problem since the host will
never have use for that leftover data anyway.
5.1.5 LEDs
The LED used is part number SML-LX3632SISUGSBC from Lumex Components.
This is a surface mount LED containing red, green, and blue elements. It was chosen
because unlike some LEDs, both the anode and cathode of each element are indepen-
dently accessible. This makes it possible to use it in the circuit of Figure 4-1 where
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a common-anode or common-cathode device could not be used.
The microcontroller's "Timer/Counter 0" is used to generate the two PWM signals
to run the LED. Since it is an 8-bit timer, there are 255 available steps of brightness
for each element (subject to the total brightness constraints described earlier). Un-
fortunately, the microcontroller does not allow the two PWM signals to be shifted
arbitrarily in phase the way shown in Figure 4-2. That is, At = 0 in Figure 4-2.
Instead, one of the PWM signals can be inverted in polarity compared to the other.
Figure 5-2 shows how this feature can be used to still achieve nearly any color. The
additional restriction created by this scheme is that only two degrees of freedom are
available; that is, either one element is off for the entire cycle, or all three elements
must take up the entirety of the cycle with no time off. For example, 25% red, 25%
green, 25% blue, and 25% off is not possible, but 33% red, 33% green, 33% blue is
acceptable, as is 33% red, 33% green, and 33% off. In practice, all the desired colors
can be achieved within these constraints.
A normal, B normal, ta > b
G R - G R
A normal, B inverted, ta > t b
1
A
0
1
B
0
1
A
0
1
B
0
A normal, B normal, tb > t
G B - G B
A normal, B inverted, tb > ta
Figure 5-2: ATtiny2313 implementation of LED PWM signals
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5.1.6 Information in Each Block
Blocks each store a few pieces of information in EEPROM, and report them when
responding to an identify command from the host. The information currently stored
includes the serial number (4 bytes), the block type (1 byte, cross-referenced against
a table stored in the computer to determine its function), the number of inputs, and
the number of sensors. EEPROM is used to store this information rather than flash
memory so that multiple devices may have exactly the same code, even if they are of
different types or have different numbers of inputs.
5.1.7 Sensors
The sensors are highly dependent on the particular block. Most blocks will not have
any sensors at all. The two sensors that have been implemented so far are buttons
and knobs. The code for each type is included in Appendix B: device-sampler. asm
implements five buttons, and device-number. asm implements a rotary encoder. But-
tons use a pull-up resistor, with the switch forcing the pin low. The ATtiny2313's pin
change interrupt generates an interrupt every time any of the button inputs changes
state. Since the device must wait for the host to request its sensor data, button press
events are stored until it is possible to transmit them. Otherwise, buttons pushed
between times the host requests sensor data would be lost.
The rotary knob uses a Gray code (two digital signals of variable relative phase) to
indicate the direction of rotation. To read this type of encoding, the device generates
an interrupt on the falling edge of one of the two signals. When the interrupt occurs,
it reads the value of the other signal to determine which direction the knob has been
turned. The device keeps track of a value between 0 and 255 which can be changed
by rotating the knob. Both the pushbuttons and the knob are debounced electrically
using capacitors across the switch terminals, but in the future it may be possible to
implement a debouncing system in firmware to save cost.
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5.1.8 Expandability
One of the most important aspects of the device firmware is the ease with which new
functions can be added. Appendix B, for example, shows code for three different
devices, which by including a few common files can share a great deal of code without
maintaining separate versions of it.
Expandability is provided both by using the . include assembler directive to load
the common code, and also through the use of specially defined vectors. These vectors
work like the interrupt vectors of the ATtiny2313: a program that wants to use one
inserts a statement at the vector location which jumps to a block of code, and then
sets a flag indicating that the vector is active. The flags are provided in the form of
bytes in the EEPROM. The available vectors include 16 sensor vectors, a "has data"
vector, a boot vector, and a custom command vector. Two more spaces are reserved
for future use.
The sensor vectors are designed to be filled by code that reads the value of a
particular sensor and stores it for transmission. The number of enabled vectors is
inferred from the number of sensors, which is stored in EEPROM. The vectors are
called during the processing of the sensor command. The ATtiny2313 "Y pointer"
begins pointing to the address in SRAM to write the response. The sensor code is
expected to write the response there, and leave the Y pointer pointing to the end of
the response. The actual transmission is handled by the common code.
One of the sensor vectors is a special case, requesting data from all sensors si-
multaneously. The precise implementation of this is up to the particular device, but
one way would be to call each of the individual sensor vectors in sequence. The "has
data" vector also concerns sensor data, but instead of storing a response in memory,
the code is expected to set the hasdata flag in the flags2 register if data is available.
Once again, the common code handles the actual transmission.
The other two vectors may be used apart from any sensors. The boot vector,
if implemented, allows a device to execute custom code at startup, for example to
initialize any custom hardware. The command vector allows a device to extend the set
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of recognized commands. If implemented, this vector is called whenever the common
code sees a command it does not recognize. The vector code should examine the
command to determine whether it matches one of its custom extensions, and if so,
generate a response. Several bits in the EEPROM are used to determine whether the
boot, command, and "has data" vectors are implemented. These bits should never
be set unless there is a valid jump instruction at the corresponding vector location.
5.1.9 Reliability
Two reliability problems arose during initial testing. The first was communication
errors with the host, and the second was EEPROM data corruption. In the first
case, noise or glitches on the line could flip bits and corrupt messages to and from
the devices. While there are electrical and timing ways to reduce the occurrence of
errors, the occasional mistaken bit is unavoidable. To address this, the responses to
commands were defined to include confirmation and checksum bytes where appropri-
ate, so that the host could be reasonably certain the command had executed properly.
These responses are included in the table in Appendix A.
EEPROM data corruption was also a problem in initial testing. After several
cycles of connecting and disconnecting a device, it was found that certain bytes in
the EEPROM would spontaneously change their value without having ever been
written. The solution to this problem was to use the ATtiny2313's internal brown-
out detector, to ensure that when the supply voltage fell below the rated minimum
of 2.7V, the chip was automatically reset before erratic behavior could occur.
5.1.10 Cost
Minimum device cost was a very important aspect of the design. Table 5.1 shows a
breakdown of the cost of the components in both unit and 500 quantity. The cost
reflects prices at Digi-Key.com as of May 2005, and is intended as a rough estimate
only. The cost of circuit boards and enclosures are more difficult to estimate, and are
not included in the table. If manufactured in large quantity, these costs should be
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quite low. Connector costs make up a substantial fraction of total device cost. This
emphasizes the benefit of designing custom connectors in the future, which could cost
less than those commercially available while being better suited for this specific task.
Table 5.1: Cost of materials for a device with two inputs
Part Quantity 1 Quantity 500
ATtiny2313L $2.15 $1.25
RGB LED $2.58 $1.61
MAX4852 $1.23 $0.92
2.2F capacitor $0.19 $0.11
0. 1/uF capacitor $0.12 $0.04
10kQ resistor $0.08 $0.02
(3x) LED resistors $0.24 $0.06
BSS123 MOSFET $0.22 $0.08
BAT54C Schottky diode $0.28 $0.15
RCA jack $0.58 $0.32
(2x) DC power jack $2.56 $1.44
Total $10.23 $6.00
5.2 Implementation of Host
5.2.1 Microcontroller
Figure 5-3 shows a schematic of the host. It uses the same ATtiny2313 microcontroller
as the device, but in other ways the circuit is quite different. The firmware for the host
is included in Appendix C. Since the host must generate the power-on-data signal
rather than receive it, an external power adapter and voltage regulator is included,
but batteries could also be used.
5.2.2 Serial Communication
The MAX3223 is included as an RS-232 level shifter so the host can communicate
with a PC via a serial port. This chip could be replaced with a USB-to-serial chip
such as the FTDI FT232BM to allow communication over USB instead. The serial
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cI
GND
Figure 5-3: Schematic of the host
port runs at 57.6kbps, with 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity. The ATtiny2313's
built-in USART is used to handle the serial protocol. Interrupts are generated when
bytes are received, or when the transmit buffer can accept a new byte to send.
The power-on-data line is of necessity a half-duplex system. While the serial port
is capable of full-duplex operation, there is no way to make use of this in the current
host architecture. The host does little more than act as a transceiver between the
PC serial port and the custom power-on-data bus. Its operation is as follows:
1. Wait for a complete command to be received from the PC via the serial port.
2. Transmit the command over the power-on-data bus.
3. Wait for the device response, or timeout after 10 bits with no activity.
4. Transmit the response to the PC via the serial port.
The downside to this way of operating is that only one of the busses can be active
at a time, and even then, it can only be operational in one direction. So this can
really be considered "quarter-duplex" operation. The fact that every message must
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transmit over these two separate channels cuts the effective communication rate in
half, to 28.8kbps. One way around this limitation will be discussed in Section 6.2.
Earlier, it was mentioned that the end of a transmission could be detected on the
bus by the absence of a new start bit following the completion of a byte. Unfortu-
nately, asynchronous RS-232 communication does not allow for that sort of detection,
so alternate means must be used to inform the host or PC of the end of a command.
This is done by having the first byte of each transmission indicate the number of bytes
to follow. That way the host or PC can know how many bytes to expect without
relying on a lengthy timeout to discover the end of transmission.
Additionally, much as the devices could become out of sync and not properly
recognize the start of new bytes, the host can become out of sync with the PC and
not recognize the beginning and end of commands. For example, a communication
error could cause the host to expect to receive a 10 byte command when the PC only
transmits 9 bytes. Then the next byte will be mistakenly interpreted as the 10th byte
of the previous command, rather than the start of the next one. To allow the host and
PC to regain sync with each other, every command sent to the host is preceded by
the special byte 43h (ASCII 'C'). To make sure the host is in sync, the PC transmits
16 zero bytes over the serial port to guarantee the host has received as many bytes
as it is waiting for2. Any bytes beyond the end of the command will be ignored by
the host. Then the PC can transmit the next command with the certainty that the
host is ready to receive it.
5.2.3 Generation of Power-on-Data
The theory of the power-on-data signal has been described in Chapter 2. The host ad-
heres closely to the system illustrated in Figure 2-1. Like the devices, the host uses an
I/O pin in high impedance and active low states in place of an open drain MOSFET.
The switch used is a MAX4626, which is a SPST device with 1Q of on-resistance.
The pull-up resistor value of 1.5kQ was chosen to provide a fast enough rise time for
several devices on a network simultaneously to be able to reliably communicate.
2 Since commands can be no longer than 16 bytes.
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As a cost-saving measure, the analog comparator in Figure 2-1 is internal to the
ATtiny2313, and the function of the AND gate is implemented in software. The analog
comparator in the ATtiny2313 is configured to use an internal voltage reference of
1.1V, eliminating the need for an external resistive divider network. This reference
is not adjustable, so if ever it becomes necessary to choose a reference other than
1.1V, external parts will have to be used. The comparator is set up to generate an
interrupt when the voltage on the bus rises above the 1.1V reference. Inside the
interrupt routine, the I/O pin controlling the switch across the pull-up resistor is set
high, closing the switch. This immediately pulls the bus up to 5V and allows current
to flow, powering the devices.
The ATtiny2313 Timer/Counter 0 is used to control the timing of the pulses.
Every time the timer overflows, an interrupt occurs which tells the host to send the
next pulse. To send a pulse, the host first sends logic low on the switch control
pin, which opens the switch across the pull-up resistor. Then it changes the I/O pin
controlling the bus from high impedance to active low, which drives the bus to OV.
If it is transmitting a bit which is logic one, it will set Timer/Counter 0 to a shorter
length of time and release the bus on the next interrupt. Otherwise, it releases the
bus after several microseconds by setting the I/O pin on the bus to high impedance
(but leaving the switch open). Only when the analog comparator triggers will the
switch be closed again.
Transmitting and receiving work in a nearly identical way to the devices. The
communication code is tightly optimized to take a similar number of clock cycles in all
cases. Exact timings could be enforced by the careful insertion of nop instructions, but
approximate evenness is good enough in this application. As a further optimization,
the majority of the processing occurs during the few microseconds the bus is being
held low, and the time this code takes to execute provides the delay to keep it low
long enough. Otherwise, a separate delay loop would have to be used to time the
length of the pulse, unnecessarily wasting processor cycles.
When the host wants to announce a new command, it must increase the length
of time before the next pulse occurs. Since Timer/Counter 0 is only 8 bits wide, it
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can only count times up to 256 clock cycles by default. To get around this, sending a
new command briefly sets the rate at which the timer runs to one tick every 8 clock
cycles, rather than the usual one tick per clock cycle. This allows a delay of up to
2048 clock cycles, or 256/Ls. The timings in this version of the project set a delay of
approximately 512 cycles or 64/us to announce a new command. This is well above
the 32ps threshold of command detection in the devices, but also suitably below their
200/is timeout detection threshold.
A consequence of the decision to use the internal analog comparator rather than
an external part is that the response is not instantaneous. It takes 4 or 5 clock cycles
for the chip to process the interrupt, another 2 cycles for it to jump to the interrupt
handler code, and up to 2 more cycles to actually close the switch. This is about
1Ls of delay, which represents about 6% of the length of a bit at 57.6kbps. This is
probably not very significant, but at faster communication speeds it could become a
limiting factor.
5.3 Computer Code
The algorithms to poll the network and retrieve sensor data were implemented using
Python. Python was chosen for its ease of development and wide variety of available
libraries, but future versions of the project may used a compiled language like C for
greater speed. The code is attached as Appendix D.
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Chapter 6
Results and Future Work
6.1 Observed Performance and Problems
The system described above proved to be very reliable in repeated demonstrations.
The computer was able to consistently and rapidly determine the network structure
as blocks were added and removed. The LEDs operated with no apparent loss in
brightness whether they were right next to the host or several blocks away, which
is a sign that the series resistance of the connections stayed low. Sensor data was
retrieved at sufficiently low latency that the user never sensed a delay when pressing
buttons or turning knobs. Only a few problems were observed:
First, the EEPROM in some blocks would get corrupted periodically and need to
be reprogrammed. As was discussed in Section 5.1.9, this was solved using brown-out
detection.
Second, the DC power connectors proved to be somewhat intermittent in their
connections. The rigid cables would act as levers to pull them out of their sockets.
This was not seen as a big deal because the specific connectors are for the first
prototype only, and can be easily changed.
Third, a few bits would be corrupted in communication. This is a much more
complex issue than the others. As the number of blocks increased, so did the error
rate in communication, as measured by the (admittedly unscientific) number of times
per minute an error message would be generated by the Python code. Seven blocks
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were built as prototypes. With only one block, virtually no errors occurred. By the
time all seven were attached, there could be several errors per second1 . Whether
the errors occurred because the device did not understand the host's transmission or
vice versa was not possible to determine, but likely it was a combination of both. In
a large network, the error rate also depended on which particular device was being
addressed. Some tended to generate more errors than others, which is probably a
reflection on the 10% variability of the 8MHz internal RC oscillator of each device.
The primary cause of these errors was almost certainly the slower rise time of
the bus with many devices attached. The 10-90% rise time for the host with a six
foot cable but no devices attached was 0.8/is, which with a 1.5kQ pull-up resistor
corresponds to a parasitic capacitance of 242pF. With one device attached, the rise
time slowed to 1.32/4s, indicating a total capacitance of 400pF. With six devices
attached, the capacitance had risen to 1230pF. These calculations indicate that each
device contributes approximately 160pF of parasitic capacitance. Extrapolating, if
32 devices were connected, the expected rise time of the bus would be equal to an
entire bit length. This provides a rough estimate of the scalability limit of the system.
Some potential improvements are discussed in the future work section. In any case,
because of the checksums and retries designed into the protocol, the communication
errors rarely affected the operation of the system.
Fourth, in certain rare cases, the connection of a new device could hold the bus
low for an extended period of time. Section 5.1.4 described the charge time of a 2.24F
supply capacitor with 1OQ of series resistance. The problem occurs when the device
is connected in the middle of a pulse. This means the bus is low when the device is
initially connected, and when it is released, there is a pullup resistor providing 1.5kQ
of series resistance. The capacitor will be forced to charge through this resistance,
and the bus will not be able to rise until it does so. The approximate charge time
in this situation is 2.2 * 1.5kQ 2.24F = 7.3ms. This is long enough that the power
supplies of other blocks could drain down, causing the blocks to reset. Although it
1Although there were up to several hundred commands per second, so this is still a decent
performance.
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will take more research to find a solution to this problem, the impact is minimal. A
block reset is of relatively minor consequence. The block will forget its device number,
but the very next ping command will reveal this, and polling will rectify the situation.
Polling is necessary anyway if a new block has been connected. In the worst case,
sensor data may be forgotten, but this has not proved to be a big issue in any tests
so far.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Address the Bus Rise-Time Issue
The biggest limitation of the power-on-data system is the fact that for the bus to
rise after being held low, the parasitic capacitance must be charged, which takes an
amount of time proportional to the product of the number of blocks connected and the
value of the pull-up resistor. With a 10kQ pull-up resistor, the system was too slow
to effectively operate with five or more devices attached. With a 1.5kQ resistor, seven
could be reliably connected, but it may not scale much beyond that. Furthermore,
the smaller the value of the resistor, the more current is being wasted during times
thile bus is held low.
There should be a way to force the bus to rise more quickly by having each block
(and the host) pump a small amount of charge onto the bus as soon as it finishes
holding it low, rather than relying on the pull-up resistor to supply all necessary
current. This may be as simple as setting the I/O pin attached to the bus to active
high for 1 or 2 clock cycles before returning it to high impedance. Alternatively, it may
be possible to charge a separate capacitor and discharge it onto the bus, effectively
transferring the charge to the parasitic capacitance and making the bus rise more
quickly. Further studies will have to be done to determine the most effective way of
addressing this challenge.
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6.2.2 Integrate the Computer Code onto the Host
The host in the current iteration of the system does little more than relay commands
from the computer to the devices. Because of the latency associated with buffering a
command and retransmitting it, the effective communication rate is only half of what
the bus is capable of. One way around this is to have the host implement most of the
functionality of the Python code directly, greatly reducing the amount of data that
must be sent over the serial port. It is probably not possible for an ATtiny2313 chip
to implement the complete polling routine, because a network structure will rarely
fit in 128 bytes of memory. However, a more sophisticated chip in the AVR line
should be easily capable of this. Integrating the Python code's function into an AVR
chip is also a good step toward eliminating the computer and working directly with
a standalone DSP.
6.2.3 Build Blocks with Multiple Outputs
Right now, the design of the system is limited to blocks with a single output. A
whole variety of issues come up once a single block can have several outputs, ranging
from how to operate its switches (which output do the inputs connect to?), to how
to identify which output is connected to which block on the network, to designing
an appropriate data structure to represent networks with forks and loops. However,
multiple outputs will greatly expand the functionality of the system, so answering
these questions is one of the highest priorities.
6.2.4 Find or Make Better Connectors
The RCA jacks and DC power jacks were not ideal for this task. It would be nice to
design custom connectors which are intended to be structural as well as making an
electrical connection.
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6.2.5 Miniaturize the System
The enclosures for the blocks are around 3 inches in diameter. There is no reason,
given the limited amount of circuitry, that the blocks need to be that big. Blocks half
that size should be readily achievable, requiring only a new board layout.
6.2.6 Add In-System Programming
Downloading new firmware onto dozens of blocks could become tedious. Even access-
ing the circuit board to reprogram them can be difficult when the blocks are shut
inside their cases. It would speed the development process to develop a means of
updating the device firmware using the power-on-data protocol already described.
Multiple devices could be programmed at once this way.
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Appendix A
List of Commands
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Command Byte 0 Byte 1 Bytes 2-4 j Response
Ping 50h - - Set bit of Device ID,
[01010000] . other bits 0
Identify C4h + poll ID New dev. ID - Byte 0: Device ID
[110001xx] Byte 1: Block type
Byte 2:
bits 7-5: # inputs
bits 3-0: # sensors
Byte 3: Checksum
Switch on 88h + input # Device ID - Byte 0: Confirmation
(input 0 = all) (0 = all) bits 7-5: input #
[10001xxx] bits 4-0: device ID
Switch off 90h + input # Device ID - Byte 0: Confirmation
(input 0 = all) (0 = all) bits 7-5: input #
[10010xxx] bits 4-0: device ID
Set LED color A8h Device ID R, G, B Byte 0: Confirmation
[10101000] bits 7-0: device ID
LED off ABh Device ID - Byte 0: Confirmation
[10101011] (0 = all) bits 7-0: device ID
Serial number 34h Device ID - Bytes 0-3: Serial #
[00110100] Byte 4: Checksum
Has data 56h - Set bit of Device ID
[01010110] only if data available
Read sensor 60h + sensor # Device ID - Depends on block
(sens. 0 = all)
[0110xxxx]
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Appendix B
Device Code
; device-pitchshift.asm
; A pitch shifter block, using
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
all generic code and no sensors.
.include "device-defs.inc"
.include "device-switches.inc"
; ---> Extra definitions go here.
; ---> Extra registers go here.
Registers available: R14, R15, R24, R25
Also available for general use: temp, temp2, temp3
; ---> EEPROM contents go here.
.eseg
.org eeprom_serial
.db $01, $02, $04, $OB
.org eeprom_blocktype
.db $OB
.org eeprom_switches
.db $02
.org eeprom_sensors
.db $00
; 11 = pitch shift
.org eeprom_vectorflags
.db $00
; ---> Insert extra interrupt vectors as necessary, but don't touch the code
; for the reset, intO, or ovfl vectors, as the common code relies on them.
.cseg
.org 0
rjmp reset
.org INTOaddr
rjmp pulseint
.org OVFladdr
rjmp timerlint
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
; ---> Custom vectors for sensors, etc, go here.
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; Include the common code
.include "device-common.asm"
; ---> All custom code starts here.
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; device-sampler.asm
; A sampler block, which uses five buttons as a sensor.
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
.include "device-defs.inc"
.include "device-switches.inc"
; --- > Extra definitions go here.
.equ buttonpin_join = PORTBO
.equ buttonpin_split = PORTB1
.equ buttonpin_step = PORTB4
.equ buttonpin_delete = PORTB5
.equ buttonpin_add = PORTB6
; pin 12
; pin 13
; pin 16
; pin 17
; pin 18
.equ mask_step = $01
.equ mask_split = $02
.equ mask_join = $04
.equ maskadd = $08
.equ mask_delete = $10
.equ buttonpinmask = $73
; ---> Extra registers go here.
Registers available: R14,
Also available for genera
.def buttonreg = R25
; --- > EEPROM contents go here.
.eseg
.org eeprom_serial
.db $01, $02, $04, $1E
.org eepromblocktype
.db $1E
.org eeprom_switches
.db $02
.org eeprom_sensors
.db $01
; from above pins
R15, R24, R25
L1 use: temp, temp2, temp3
; 30 = sampler
.org eeprom_vectorflags
.db vflag_mask_boot
; --- > Insert extra interrupt vectors as necessary, but don't touch the code
; for the reset, intO, or ovfl vectors, as the common code relies on them.
.cseg
.org 0
rjmp reset
.org INTOaddr
rjmp pulseint
.org OVFladdr
rjmp timerlint
; Common
; Common
; Common
; Common
; Common
; Common
; Common
.org PCINTaddr
rjmp pcint
; --- > Custom vectors for sensors, etc, go here.
.org vector_boot
rjmp handler_boot
.org vector_sensorall
rjmp handler_sensorl ; Only 1 sensor anyway.
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.org vector_sensorl
rjmp handler_sensorl
; Include the common code
.include "device-common.asm"
;---> All custom code starts here.
handlerboot:
; Need to enable the pull-up resistor on the button pins.
; Make sure pins are inputs (for safety)
in temp, DDRB
andi temp, -buttonpinmask
out DDRB, temp
in temp, PORTB
ori temp, buttonpinmask
out PORTB, temp
; Set up pin change interrupt and enable it. Should trigger
; on PORTB1.
ldi temp, buttonpinmask
out PCMSK, temp
in temp, GIMSK
ori temp, (1 << PCIE)
out GIMSK, temp
clr buttonreg
ret
; Handle the custom sensor. In this case that's the five buttons.
; The Y pointer is configured with the base address
; of the response, so we can store whatever we want there.
handlersensorl:
st Y+, buttonreg
clr buttonreg
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_hasdata
ret
; Handle pin change interrupt. The only reason we should get here is
; because the button has been pushed, so set that flag accordingly.
pcint:
in sregsave, SREG
; Skip this if we don't have a device number yet. Sometimes
; during startup we can get strange transients that we want
; to ignore.
tst devicenumber
breq pcint_done
in inttemp, PINB
; Only trigger on button push, not release
sbrs inttemp, buttonpin_step
sbr buttonreg, mask_step
sbrs inttemp, buttonpin_split
sbr buttonreg, mask_split
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sbrs inttemp, buttonpin_join
sbr buttonreg, mask_join
sbrs inttemp, buttonpinadd
sbr buttonreg, mask_add
sbrs inttemp, buttonpin_delete
sbr buttonreg, mask_delete
; Check if any buttons have been pressed, and if so, set
; the new data flag
clr inttemp
cpse buttonreg, inttemp
sbr flags2, flag2_mask_hasdata ; Set data bit
pcint_done:
out SREG, sregsave
reti
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; device-number.asm
; A number block, which contains a rotary knob as a sensor.
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
; --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.include "device-defs.inc"
.include "device-switches.inc"
; ---> Extra definitions go here.
.equ knobapin = PORTD3 ; INT1 and pin 7 on devic4
.equ knobbpin = PORTBO ; pin 12 on device
; ---> Extra registers go here.
Registers available: R14, R15, R24, R25
Also available for general use: temp, temp2, temp3
.def current_number = R25
; ---> EEPROM contents go here.
.eseg
.org eepromserial
.db $01, $02, $04, $02
.org eeprom-blocktype
.db $02
.org eeprom_switches
.db $01
.org eeprom_sensors
.db $01
.org eepromvectorflags
.db vflag_mask_boot
; ---> Insert extra interrupt vectors as necessary, but don't touch the code
; for the reset, intO, or ovfl vectors, as the common code relies on them.
.cseg ; Common
.org 0 ; Common
rjmp reset ; Common
.org INTOaddr ; Common
rjmp pulseint ; Common
.org INTladdr
rjmp knobint
.org OVFladdr ; Common
rjmp timerlint ; Common
; ---> Custom vectors for sensors, etc, go here.
.org vector_boot
rjmp handler_boot
.org vector_sensorall
rjmp handler_sensorl ; Only 1 sensor anyway.
.org vector_sensorl
rjmp handler_sensorl
Include the common code
.include "device-common.asm"
; ---> All custom code starts here.
handlerboot:
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; Need to enable the pull-up resistor on the knob pins.
; Make sure pin is an input (for safety)
cbi DDRD, knobapin
sbi PORTD, knobapin
cbi DDRB, knobbpin
sbi PORTB, knobbpin
; Enable INT1 on falling edge
in temp, MCUCR
sbr temp, (1 << ISC11)
cbr temp, (1 << ISC10)
out MCUCR, temp
in temp, GIMSK
ori temp, (1 << INT1)
out GIMSK, temp
ldi current_number, $80
ret
; Handle reporting data from the knob. Just report the current number.
; The Y pointer is configured with the base address
; of the response, so we can store whatever we want there.
handler_sensorl:
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_hasdata
st Y+, current_number
ret
; We get here when INT1 sees a falling edge, which means the knob has been
; turned. By looking at the other knob control input, we can tell whether
; the turn was clockwise or counterclockwise. We increment or decrement
; the current number as appropriate, provided it isn't at a maximum or
; minimum already
knobint:
sbr flags2, flag2_maskhasdata ; Set data bit
sbis PINB, knobbpin
rjmp knobint_down
ldi temp, $FF
cpse current_number, temp
inc currentnumber
reti
knobintdown:
ldi temp, $00
cpse current_number, temp
dec current_number
reti
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device-defs.inc
; Definitions used by all devices
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
; This file assumes a device running at 8MHz. The fuses should be
; programmed as follows:
; High byte: Ox9B
; Low byte: 0x64
; CLKDIV8 clear (1)
; CKSEL(3:0) = 0100 (i.e. CKSEL3,1,0 programmed, CKSEL2 clear)
; EESAVE set (0) -- to preserve EEPROM over chip erase
; Brown-out detector at 2.7V
.include "tn2313def.inc" ; Tiny 2313
.define DEBUG ; Toggle debugging pin on start bit
; Define communication speed here.
; Valid values: COMM_57600, COMM_115200
.define COMM_57600
; Communication timing information
.ifdef COMM_115200
.equ onesendtime_high = $FF
.equ onesendtime_low = $E4
.equ onerectime_high = $FF
.equ onerectime_low = $FO
.equ timeout_high = $FC
.equ timeout_low = $00
.equ new_command_time = $FD
.endif
.ifdef COMM_57600
.equ onesendtime_high = $FF
.equ onesendtime_low = $CO
.equ onerectime_high = $FF
.equ onerectime_low = $EO
.equ timeouthigh = $F8
.equ timeout_low = $00
.equ new_command_time = $F9
; Where to start timer to send a 1
; Where to start timer for polling to
; receive a 1
; How long must go by before we decide
; we've been disconnected?
; What should timer high byte be for a new
; command?
; Where to start timer to send a 1
; Where to start timer for polling to
; receive a 1
; How long must go by before we decide
; we've been disconnected?
; What should timer high byte be for a new
; command?
.endif
; Pins to use
.equ commpin = PORTD2
.equ debugpin = PORTB3
.equ debugpin2 = PORTD3
.equ debugpin3 = PORTB4
; Definitions for flags
.equ flag_currentbit = 0
.equ flag_txrx = 1
.equ flag_newbyte = 2
.equ flag_sendingone = 3
.equ flag_bytetosend = 4
; PD2 = pin 6 on device
; Use this pin because it is the pin
; connected to INTO, which we use to
; detect incoming pulses
; PB3 = pin 15 on device, for debugging
; PD3 = pin 7 on device
; PB4 = pin 16 on device
register -- bit numbers for sbrc, sbrs
; What's the current bit (O or 1)?
; 1 = transmit, 0 = receive
; New byte available?
; Are we sending a 1? (used in timer 0 int)
; Is there another byte waiting?
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.equ flag_shouldsendone = 5
.equ flagreceiving = 6
.equ flag_intimeout = 7
; Should we hold bus low on interrupt?
; Are we waiting to receive a bit?
; Are we in a timeout state?
; These are the corresponding masks for things like sbr
.equ flag_mask_currentbit = $01
.equ flag_mask_txrx = $02
.equ flag_masknewbyte = $04
.equ flag_mask_sendingone = $08
.equ flag_mask_bytetosend = $10
.equ flag_mask_shouldsendone = $20
.equ flag_mask_receiving = $40
.equ flag_mask_intimeout = $80
; Definitions for flags2 register -- bit numbers
.equ flag2incoming_command = 0 ; Are we waiting for a command?
.equ flag2_command_started = 1 ; Has the command actual started?
.equ flag2_requires_response = 2 ; Does the current command need a response?
.equ flag2_hasdata = 3 ; Is there data to send?
; Masks for flags2 register
.equ flag2_mask_incoming_command = $01
.equ flag2_mask_command_started = $02
.equ flag2_mask_requires_response = $04
.equ flag2_maskhasdata = $08
; Vector flags from EEPROM
.equ vflag_boot = 0
.equ vflag_command = 1
.equ vflag_hasdata = 2
; Custom
; Custom
; Custom
boot code
command processing
data checking
; Masks for vector flags
.equ vflag_mask_boot = $01
.equ vflag_mask_command = $02
.equ vflag_mask_hasdata = $04
; Memory locations
; Stack goes at end of RAM
.equ mem_command = $60
.equ mem_command_max = $70
.equ mem_response = $70
.equ mem_response_max = $90
.equ mem_serial = $90
; EEPROM locations
.equ eepromserial = $00
.equ eeprom_serial_max = $04
.equ eeprom_blocktype = $04
.equ eeprom_switches = $05
.equ eeprom_sensors = $06
.equ eeprom_vectorflags = $07
; Command saved at start of RAM
; 16 byte command max
; Response starts 16 bits in
; 32 byte response max
; Serial number, always 4 bytes long
; 4 byte serial number
End of
1 byte
1 byte
1 byte
1 byte
serial number
-- type of block
-- number of switches
-- number of sensors
-- whether specified vectors exist
; Command opcodes
.equ command_identify = $C4
.equ command_ping = $50
.equ command_switchon = $88
.equ command_switchoff = $90
.equ command_ledcolor = $A8
.equ command_ledoff = $AB
.equ command_sensor = $60
.equ command_serial = $34
.equ command_hasdata = $56
; + device, lower 2 bits poll number
; Lower three bits are switch number
; + device
; + device red green blue
; + device
; + device, lower 4 bits sensor ID
; + device
; Like a ping
; Custom vectors for sensor handling. These addresses are specific
; to the tiny2313 (starting after its interrupt vectors) and need
; to be changed to port this code to a different part!
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vectorboot = Ox013
vectorcommand = Ox014
vectorreservedl = Ox015
vectorreserved2 = 0x016
vectorhasdata = Ox017
vectorsensorall = Ox018
vectorsensorl = OxO19
vectorsensor2 = OxOlA
vectorsensor3 = OxOiB
vectorsensor4 = OxOlC
vectorsensor5 = OxOiD
vectorsensor6 = OxOlE
vector_sensor7 = OxO1F
vectorsensor8 = Ox020
vector_sensor9 = Ox021
vectorsensorlO = 0x022
vectorsensorll = 0x023
vectorsensor12 = 0x024
vector_sensorl3 = 0x025
vectorsensor14 = 0x026
vector_sensorl5 = 0x027
; Custom boot-time code
; Custom command processing
; Reserved for future use
; Check for any sensor data
; Poll all sensors
; Handlers for individual sensors
; Register definitions
.def data = R1
.def sregsave = R2
.def command_byte = R3
.def command_byte2 = R4
.def device_number = R5
.def poll_number = R6
.def block_type = R7
.def num_switches = R8
.def num_sensors = R9
.def lastbyte = R10
.def nextbyte = R11
.def pulses = R12
.def vflags = R13
.def
.def
.def
.def
.def
.def
.def
.def
flags = R16
flags2 = R17
bitnum = R18
temp = R19
temp2 = R20
temp3 = R21
inttemp = R22
inttemp2 = R23
; Holds data to be transmitted or received
; Save SREG during interrupts
; Temporary command byte storage
; Temporary command byte storage
; What's our device number on the network?
; What's the number of the last poll?
; What sort of block we are
; How many switches we have
; How many sensors we have
; The last complete byte we received
; Next byte to send
; How many pulses have gone by?
; Vector info, from EEPROM
; Flags for communication routines
; More flags
; Which bit are we on in Rx or Tx?
; Use as general dumping ground
; Another temp register
; Yet another temp register
; Special temp to be used during interrupt calls
; Second temporary register in interrupts
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.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
; device-switches.inc
; The default switch locations in terms of ports and pins. A device that
; needs a certain number of switches but wants the pins for something else
; should define its own pins rather than use this.
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
; These pins are chosen as the ones least likely to be needed by anything
; else.
.equ switchl_ddr = DDRD
.equ switchl_port = PORTD
.equ switchl_pin = PORTD6 ; pin 11
.equ switch2_ddr = DDRD
.equ switch2_port = PORTD
.equ switch2_pin = PORTD4 ; pin 8
.equ switch3_ddr = DDRA
.equ switch3_port = PORTA
.equ switch3_pin = PORTAO ; pin 5
.equ switch4_ddr = DDRA
.equ switch4_port = PORTA
.equ switch4_pin = PORTA1 ; pin 4
.equ switch5_ddr = DDRD
.equ switch5_port = PORTD
.equ switch5_pin = PORTD1 ; pin 3
.equ switch6_ddr = DDRD
.equ switch6_port = PORTD
.equ switch6_pin = PORTDO ; pin 2
.equ switch7_ddr = DDRA
.equ switch7_port = PORTA
.equ switch7_pin = PORTA2 ; pin 1
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device-common.asm
; Handle communication routines and other common functions for
; every device.
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
; Overview of communication protocol:
; Normally the comm line is high, with no pullup resistor attached.
; Periodically, the host sends a brief pulse where the line goes low.
; After it is released, there will be a pullup resistor in place until
; the line returns high.
; When we want to receive data, we note the length of the low pulse,
; and if it exceeds a certain threshold, the bit is a 1. Otherwise it
is a zero. To send data, if we want to send a 0, we do nothing and
; let the line return high. Otherwise, we hold it low for a period of time
; before letting it go.
; To receive a byte: do nothing and wait for flag_newbyte to be set,
; at which point byte is available in lastbyte register.
; To send a byte: move byte to be sent into nextbyte register, set
; bytetosend flag. bytetosend flag clears when it's safe to put another
; byte into the buffer (which will happen before transmission of this
; byte has completed).
; Some debugging code that can be placed somewhere, which will flip
; the designated debugging pin each time it's called:
;in inttemp, PORTB ; DEBUG: flip debugpin each time
;ldi inttemp2, (1 << debugpin)
;eor inttemp, inttemp2
;out PORTB, inttemp
pulseint:
; Save SREG because we may be using it somewhere else
; outside of the interrupt routine
in sregsave, SREG
; Next thing to do is to figure out whether we need
; the bus low to send a 1. If so, we need to do it
; we might miss the end of the pulse.
to be holding
right away or
sbrs flags, flag_shouldsendone
rjmp pulsedontsendone
sbi DDRD, commpin
ldi inttemp, onesendtime_high
ldi inttemp2, onesendtime_low
out TCNT1H, inttemp
out TCNT1L, inttemp2
sbr flags, flag_masksendingone
cbr flags, flag_mask_shouldsendo
; Set 16-bit timer delay length
; Set flags appropriately
; Increment the number of pulses
inc pulses
; We were clearly in transmit mode if
; straight to that piece of code.
rjmp pulse_transmitmode
we got here, so skip
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pulse_dontsendone:
; Increment the number of pulses
inc pulses
; Figure out if we have timed out
sbrs flags, flag_intimeout
rjmp pulse_notimeout
; Reset the timeout flag, since this pulse clearly
; indicates we're back online.
; Go to receive mode, and start from bit 0
; If we were going to send a byte before, probably we
; don't want to do that anymore. It will disappear down
; the drain, but in our context that's okay since it's become
; irrelevant anyway.
rcall switchesoff
clr bitnum
clr flags ; Basically looks like state at power-on
clr pulses
rjmp pulse_checktxrx
pulse_notimeout:
; Even if we weren't in a timeout, if it's been long enough
; since the last pulse, then we should take that to mean
; the host is trying to announce a new command.
in inttemp, TCNT1L ; Have to read both bytes for 16-bit
in inttemp2, TCNT1H ; registers.
cpi inttemp2, new_command_time
brlo pulse_checktxrx
; If we get here, it's because we think the host is
; announcing a new command. Go to receive mode and
; get ready to read it. (Also: no new bytes to send
; or receive, and current bit is by default O)
clr bitnum
cbr flags, flag_mask_txrx + flag_mask_newbyte + flag_mask_bytetosend + flag_mask_currentbit
sbr flags2, flag2_mask_incoming_command
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_command_started
pulse_checktxrx:
; Next check if we're in receive mode, and if so, record the
; last bit we got.
sbrc flags, flag_txrx ; Is transmit set?
rjmp pulse_transmitmode ; Then skip the following stuff
sbrs flags, flag_currentbit
rjmp pulse_bitiszero ; Skip if bit is 0
; This only has any meaning if flag2_incoming_command is
; set but it saves a cycle to not check that here, since
; it does no harm for it to happen elsewhere.
sbr flags2, flag2_mask_command_started
; Input a 1 to data, and increment bitnum
sec
rol data ; Rotate data left, taking in 1 from carry flag
rjmp pulse_checkforbyte
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pulse_bitiszero:
; If we receive a zero and we're still on bit 0, we haven't
; seen a start bit yet so we ought to just sit and wait
; for the next bit to show up.
tst bitnum
brne pulse_shiftinzero
; If the command had started, now it's finished, so
; set the flag accordingly.
sbrc flags2, flag2_command_started
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_incoming_command
; Check here if we're supposed to send a byte, and if so,
; switch to transmit mode. Note that checking here always
; implies a space of 1 bit between the end of the last
; receive and the start of send. This is how we know
; the other device's transmission has actually finished.
; It's actually a space of two bits right now, because
; transmit prepares one bit before it sends.
sbrs flags, flag_bytetosend
rjmp pulse_receivemode
mov data, nextbyte
sbr flags, flag_mask_txrx
cbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend
ldi bitnum, $01
rjmp pulse_startbit
pulse_shiftinzero:
lsl data
pulsecheckforbyte:
; Queue up the byte to send
; Set transmit flag
; Allow queue to be filled
; bitnum accounts for start bit
; being sent.
; Go straight to sending start
; bit (saves CPU cycles)
; Rotate data left, taking in 0 as last bit
inc bitnum ; Increment the bit
cpi bitnum, $09 ; Is bitnum less than 9 (8 + 1 start)?
brlo pulse_receivemode ; Then we're not done receiving
; this byte yet.
; Okay, we have a complete byte now sitting in data. Now we shuffle
; it off to somewhere where it's safe until the next byte completes
; and clear bitnum to let the process start again.
mov lastbyte, data
ldi bitnum, $00
sbr flags, flag_mask_newbyte
pulse_receivemode:
; Set the timer to poll the bus
; by that time, it's still low,
; we receive a 0.
sometime later. If
we receive a 1, otherwise
ldi inttemp, onerectime_high
ldi inttemp2, onerectime_low
out TCNT1H, inttemp
out TCNT1L, inttemp2
; By default, receive a 0 (in case something goes wrong).
sbr flags, flag_mask_receiving
cbr flags, flag_mask_currentbit
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out SREG, sregsave
reti
pulse_transmitmode:
; Here we handle the transmission of a bit. Every byte must
; be preceded by a start bit. bitnum holds the current bit we're
; on (including start bit), and data holds the byte we want to send.
; First check if we're actually finished transmitting (i.e.
bitnum >= 9)
cpi bitnum, $09 ; 8 bits + start bit
brlo pulse_nextbit
; If we get here, it's because a byte just finished transmitting.
sbrs flags, flag_bytetosend ; Is there another byte waiting?
rjmp pulse_nonewbyte
mov data, nextbyte ; Move it in from the queue
cbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend ; Clear the waiting flag
ldi bitnum, $01 ; Load 1 into bitnum to account for
; fact we're going straight to sending
; start bit.
rjmp pulse_startbit ; Start sending this new byte
; Will always start with start bit
pulse_nextbit:
; As it happens, we will only get here if the start
; bit has already been sent. As an optimization, all
; routines that send the start bit go straight to
; pulse_startbit without passing through here.
inc bitnum
lsl data ; Shift data left, putting MSB in carry
brcc pulse_release ; Sending a 0
pulse_startbit: ; Anything that calls this label
; should make sure bitnum = 1 first!
pulse_sendone:
; Arrange to send a 1 on the *next* pulse. We always stay
; one pulse ahead when we're transmitting so that we can
; respond immediately after the interrupt.
sbr flags, flag_mask_shouldsendone
rjmp pulse_release
pulse_nonewbyte:
clr bitnum ; Reset bitnum to 0
; Clear transmit flag and set current bit to 0
cbr flags, flag_mask_txrx + flag_mask_currentbit
pulse_release:
sbrc flags, flag_sendingone
rjmp pulse_done
; Set the timer to watch for a timeout before the
; next pulse
ldi inttemp, timeout_high
ldi inttemp2, timeout_low
out TCNT1H, inttemp
out TCNTIL, inttemp2
pulse_done:
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out SREG, sregsave ; Put SREG back
reti
; We have to be careful with the way we manage the timer because it
; serves a number of different purposes, but can only be doing one of
; them at a time. timerO is devoted exclusively to LED PWM. timerl
; is used to measure the length of time to transmit a 1, to wait a
; specified length before reading a bit, and also to keep track of
; timeouts.
; By default, it is in timeout-watching mode unless specifically set
; otherwise. It needs to be reset this way either at the end of
; every pulse or after the end of the interrupt for either of the other
two functions.
timerlint:
; We get here whenever the timer overflows, which tells us one
; of three things:
; 1) We're in receive mode, and we're polling to see whether we
; just got a 0 or a 1.
; 2) We had been holding the bus low to send a one, but now
we're done and should release it.
; 3) We've timed out waiting for a pulse, which means we've been
; disconnected from the network and ought to turn the switches on.
; First, save SREG because we may be using it somewhere else
; outside of the interrupt routine
in sregsave, SREG
; Disable further timer interrupts. The pulse function
; will turn them on again as necessary.
;in inttemp, TIMSK
;cbr inttemp, (1 << TOIE1)
;out TIMSK, inttemp
; Check the flags to see which of these is the case.
sbrs flags, flag_sendingone
rjmp timerlnotsendingone
; Okay, we were sending a one and now we're done
cbr flags, flag_mask_sendingone Reset the flag
cbi DDRD, commpin ; Release the comm line
;cbi DDRD, debugpin2
; Set timer to watch for timeout
ldi inttemp, timeout_high
ldi inttemp2, timeout_low
out TCNT1H, inttemp
out TCNT1L, inttemp2
;ldi inttemp, (1 << TOV1)
;out TIFR, inttemp ; Clear interrupt if set
out SREG, sregsave ; Put SREG the way we found it
reti ; And we're done
timerlnotsendingone:
; If we're not sending a 1 and we're not receiving, then it's
; because we timed out.
sbrs flags, flag_receiving
rjmp timerltimeout
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; Check whether the line is still low. The currentbit flag
; starts as 0 by default, so only set it if it should be 1.
sbis PIND, commpin
sbr flags, flag_mask_currentbit
cbr flags, flag_mask_receiving
; Set timer to watch for timeout
ldi inttemp, timeout_high
ldi inttemp2, timeout_low
out TCNT1H, inttemp
out TCNT1L, inttemp2
;ldi inttemp, (1 << TOV1)
;out TIFR, inttemp ; Clear interrupt if set
out SREG, sregsave
reti
timerltimeout:
; Eventually call code here to turn on switches.
; No point to resetting timer. Only thing that brings
; us out of this is another pulse. Also make sure that
; we don't try to transmit on that first pulse
sbr flags, flag_mask_intimeout
cbr flags, flag_mask_shouldsendone
rcall switcheson
out SREG, sregsave
reti
; Call this function to turn on all switches. Used during timeout
; This function trashes inttemp and inttemp2 (and SREG) but preserves
; all other registers.
switcheson:
; Preserve the contents of the Z register, which we may
; be using outside interrupt time (where this is called)
mov inttemp, ZH
mov inttemp2, ZL
; Turn on all switches (low = on), making sure we keep track
; of the total number of switches on this device.
ldi ZH, high(switches_on_end)
ldi ZL, low(switches_on_end)
; Subtract (num switches) from Z to get the new address
sub ZL, num_switches
sbci ZH, $00
ijmp ; Jump to Z pointer
cbi switch7_port, switch7_pin
cbi switch6_port, switch6_pin
cbi switch5_port, switch5_pin
cbi switch4_port, switch4_pin
cbi switch3_port, switch3_pin
cbi switch2_port, switch2_pin
cbi switchl_port, switchl_pin
switches_on_end:
mov ZH, inttemp
mov ZL, inttemp2
ret
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; Call this function to turn off all switches. Used when resuming from
; timeout, and at startup.
switchesoff:
; Preserve the contents of the Z register, which we may
; be using outside interrupt time (where this is called)
mov inttemp, ZH
mov inttemp2, ZL
; Turn off all switches (high = off), making sure we keep track
; of the total number of switches on this device.
ldi ZH, high(switches_off_end)
ldi ZL, low(switches_off_end)
; Subtract (num switches) from Z to get the new address
sub ZL, num_switches
sbci ZH, $00
ijmp ; Jump to Z pointer
sbi switch7_port, switch7_pin
sbi switch6_port, switch6_pin
sbi switch5_port, switch5_pin
sbi switch4_port, switch4_pin
sbi switch3_port, switch3_pin
sbi switch2_port, switch2_pin
sbi switchl_port, switchl_pin
switchesoffend:
mov ZH, inttemp
mov ZL, inttemp2
ret
; Program starts here
reset:
; First, set the clock prescaler. If the CKDIV8 fuse is programmed,
; the default clock frequency is divided by 8. We want it divided
; by 1.
ldi temp, $80 ; Set CLKPCE to enable writing to CLKPS
out CLKPR, temp
ldi temp, $00 ; CLKPCE clear, CLKPS = 0000 (/ 1)
out CLKPR, temp
; Set up the stack to point to the end of memory
ldi temp, low(RAMEND)
out SPL, temp
; Initial housekeeping.
clr bitnum ; Current bit 0
clr pulses ; No pulses
ldi flags, flag_mask_intimeout ; Assume timeout state to start
clr flags2 ; No incoming command
clr device_number ; Start as device 0 until we get a number
ser temp
mov poll_number, temp ; Start as poll number 255, i.e. next
; incoming poll is automatically new.
; Load serial number from EEPROM into SRAM for faster access.
clr XH
ldi XL, memserial ; Set up SRAM location
ldi temp, eeprom_serial
ldi temp2, (1 << EERE)
serial_read:
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out eear, temp
out eecr, temp2
in inttemp, eedr
st X+, inttemp
inc temp
cpi temp, eeprom_serial_max
brne serialread
; Load block type from EEPROM
ldi temp, eeprom_blocktype
out eear, temp
out eecr, temp2
in block_type, eedr
; Set up address to read
; Strobe to trigger read
; Read resulting data
; Store in memory
; Go to next address
; Check if we're done
; Load number of switches from EEPROM
ldi temp, eeprom_switches
out eear, temp
out eecr, temp2
in num_switches, eedr
; Load number of sensors from EEPROM
ldi temp, eeprom_sensors
out eear, temp
out eecr, temp2
in num_sensors, eedr
; Load vector flags from EEPROM
ldi temp, eeprom_vectorflags
out eear, temp
out eecr, temp2
in vflags, eedr
; Start with debugpin as output (high), all others on PORTB inputs
ldi temp, (1 << debugpin)
out PORTB, temp
out DDRB, temp
; + (1 << debugpin3)
; Set all of PORTD to inputs (the comm pin is here).
;ldi temp, (1 << debugpin2)
clr temp
out DDRD, temp
out PORTD, temp
; Go through and set each switch pin to be an output (low at first
= on). Make sure we only do it for the number of
; switches on this device (see process_command_switchcommon
; for more info on how this works).
ldi ZH, high(switch_direction_end)
ldi ZL, low(switch_direction_end)
; Subtract (num switches) from Z to get the new address
sub ZL, num_switches
sbci ZH, $00
ijmp ; Jump to Z pointer
sbi switch7_ddr, switch7_pin
sbi switch6_ddr, switch6_pin
sbi switch5_ddr, switch5_pin
sbi switch4_ddr, switch4_pin
sbi switch3_ddr, switch3_pin
sbi switch2_ddr, switch2_pin
sbi switchl_ddr, switchl_pin
switch_direction_end:
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; Before we configure the timers, and before we enable
; interrupts, call any custom boot code we might have.
sbrc vflags, vflag_boot
rcall vectorboot
; Configure timer 0 to operate in fast PWM mode, for the LED
; (could use phase correct PWM too, shouldn't matter)
; Don't want any interrupts for this timer. Don't set OCOA
; and OCOB outputs now-- do that when the LED turns on.
ldi temp, (1 << WGMO1) + (1 << WGMOO)
out TCCROA, temp
ldi temp, (1 << CSO1) ; clk/8 = 4kHz PWM
out TCCROB, temp
; Make sure OCOA, OCOB pins are outputs, and that their value is
; low. The latter is for safety only, and should be the default
; behavior.
sbi DDRB, PORTB2
sbi DDRD, PORTD5
cbi PORTB, PORTB2
cbi PORTD, PORTD5
; PB2 = pin 14 = OCOA
; PD5 = pin 9 = OCOB
; Configure timer 1 to operate in normal mode
ldi temp, (1 << TOIE1) ; Enable timer 1 interrupt
out TIMSK, temp
clr temp
out TCCR1A, temp ; Enable normal timer operation (no PWM)
ldi temp, (1 << CS10) ; Multiplier CK*1
out TCCR1B, temp
ldi inttemp, timeout_high ; Safe to use inttemp because
ldi inttemp2, timeout_low ; interrupts aren't set yet.
out TCNT1H, inttemp
out TCNT1L, inttemp2
; Set INTO to trigger on falling edge, to catch beginning of each
; pulse
in temp, MCUCR
sbr temp, (1 << ISCO1)
cbr temp, (1 << ISCOO)
out MCUCR, temp
; Enable INTO in general interrupts
in temp, GIMSK
ori temp, (1 << INTO)
out GIMSK, temp
; Enable interrupts!
sei
waitforcommand:
; The main loop consists of waiting for an incoming command,
; parsing it in byte by byte, and executing it once we recognize
it. If we don't recognize it, we just ignore it and go back
; to waiting for the next one.
clr XH
ldi XL, mem_command ; Memory where command is stored
waitforcommandstart:
sbrs flags2, flag2_incoming_command
rjmp waitforcommandstart
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; Once the flag goes high, we read in the command one byte
at a time.
waitforcommandbyte:
sbrs flags2, flag2_incoming_command
rjmp processcommand ; Check if command has ended
sbrs flags, flag_newbyte
rjmp waitforcommandbyte
; Store this byte, incrementing the memory location
st X+, lastbyte
; Clear the newbyte flag so we can wait for the next one
cbr flags, flag_mask_newbyte
; Make sure we haven't exceeded maximum command length
cpi XL, mem_command_max
brlo waitforcommandbyte
processcommand:
; Now we have a complete command sitting in RAM, and
; we know its length by the current value of XL, which
; points to the next byte beyond the end of the command.
; Clear the incoming command flag now, just in case.
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_incoming_command
; Clear the number of pulses, so we can count from the
; end of the command consistently.
clr pulses
cpi XL, mem_command ; If XL still points to beginning,
brne processcommand2 ; then we didn't get a command.
rjmp commandcomplete
processcommand2:
; Compare with each of the possible command values,
; and if there's a match, call the appropriate subroutine.
clr ZH
ldi ZL, mem_command ; Memory where command is stored
; Prepare the Y pointer to point to response memory, in
case we need it. (Trades a couple extra cycles for
; reduced code space).
clr YH
ldi YL, mem_response
ld command_byte, Z+ ; Retrieve first byte of command
; First check commands that use all 8 bits. Then
; strip away last bits to check some others. Use
; rjmps to go to each processing block because as
; code expands, the labels might fall outside the 64
; word range of the branch instructions.
; Is the command a ping?
ldi temp, command_ping
cp command_byte, temp
brne process_notping
rjmp processcommand_ping
process_notping:
; Is it asking for data?
ldi temp, command hasdata
cp command_byte, temp
brne process_nothasdata
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rjmp process_command_hasdata
process_nothasdata:
; Is it LED color?
ldi temp, command_ledcolor
cp command_byte, temp
brne process_notledcolor
rjmp process_command_ledcolor
process_notledcolor:
; Is it LED off?
ldi temp, command_ledoff
cp command_byte, temp
brne process_notledoff
rjmp process_command_ledoff
process_notledoff:
; Is it asking for a serial number?
ldi temp, command_serial
cp command_byte, temp
brne process_notserial
rjmp process_command_serial
process_notserial:
; Strip away last two bits. Some commands vary the last
; few bits to transmit a particular parameter, and we
; don't want to have to test each possibility separately.
mov command_byte2, command_byte
ldi temp, $FC
and command_byte2, temp
; Is it an identify command?
ldi temp, command_identify
cp command_byte2, temp
brne process_notidentify
rjmp process_command_identify
process_notidentify:
; Strip away the last three bits.
ldi temp, $F8
and commandbyte2, temp
; Is it a switch on command?
ldi temp, command_switchon
cp command_byte2, temp
brne process_notswitchon
rjmp process_command_switchon
process_notswitchon:
; Is it a switch off command?
ldi temp, command_switchoff
cp command_byte2, temp
brne process_notswitchoff
rjmp process_command_switchoff
process_notswitchoff:
; Strip away last four bits.
ldi temp, $FO
and command_byte2, temp
; Is it a sensor query?
ldi temp, command_sensor
cp command_byte2, temp
brne process_notsensor
rjmp process_command_sensor
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processnotsensor:
; If we get this far, then it isn't anything we recognize.
rjmp process_command_unknown
localO_commandcomplete:
rjmp commandcomplete
process_command_hasdata:
; This is a sort of modified ping command where we only
; respond if we have sensor data to send. As such, we
; can share a lot of the actual code with the ping command
; to save space.
; Skip if we don't have a device ID yet.
tst device_number
breq localO_commandcomplete
; Call a custom data checking vector if applicable.
sbrc vflags, vflaghasdata
rcall vectorhasdata
; Check the hasdata flag to decide whether to respond.
sbrs flags2, flag2_hasdata
rjmp commandcomplete
; Clear the data flag so that it takes new data to
; respond to the next of these commands
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_hasdata
; ... and fall through into the ping code.
process_command_ping:
; The command is only one byte, so we already know everything
; we need. Our response is to take our device number, and
; map it to a bit number to transmit as a 1. So if we're
; device number 3, we transmit on bit 3 of the first byte.
; If we're device 255, we transmit on bit 7 of byte 32.
mov temp, device_number
clr temp2
pingbyteloop:
; Check if the value
; on this byte
cpi temp, $08
brlo pingsetbit
; Otherwise, store a
; the number by 8 to
st Y+, temp2
subi temp, $08
rjmp pingbyteloop
pingsetbit:
; Shift in a 1 to bit 0, and
is small enough to transmit
byte of zeros and decrement
check the next byte.
shift left until it's where
; we want it (sadly, no way to directly
; from the contents of a register).
set a given bit
sec
rol temp2
tst temp ; Test whether temp is 0
pingbitloop:
breq pingloopdone
lsl temp2
dec temp
rjmp pingbitloop
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pingloopdone:
st Y+, temp2
; It's important that all devices respond at the same
; time, and not shifted a bit or two from each other.
; So here we count up to a certain number of pulses
; which will hopefully synchronize against a variable
; amount of processing time in the command.
ldi temp, $02
pingwaitloop:
cp pulses, temp
brlo pingwaitloop
rjmp transmitresponse
process_command_ledcolor:
; Check if this command is intended for
; turn our LED to the indicated color.
; back our device ID as confirmation of
; Command format: OxA8 device red green
us, and if so,
We'll transmit
getting the command.
blue
; Make sure the command is at least five bytes long.
; the command is malformed and we ignore it.
mov temp, ZL
ldi temp2, $03
add temp, temp2
cp temp, XL
brpl locall_commandcomplete ; if ZL+3 >= XL
ld temp, Z+ ; Re
cp temp, device_number ; a
brne locall_commandcomplete
ld temp, Z+ ; re
tst temp ; Ti
brne ledcolor_hasred
ld temp, Z+ ; g:
ld temp2, Z+ ; b]
trieve the device number
id compare to our own
; Skip if not a match
ed
est for red = 0
teen
Lue
; Set OCROA to (255 - green)
; Set OCROB to (255 - green - blue)
com temp2 ; 1'
sub temp2, temp ; 25
out OCROB, temp2
com temp ; 1'
out OCROA, temp
; COMOAx = 1:1, COMOBx = 1:1
in temp3, TCCROA
ori temp3, OxFO
out TCCROA, temp3
rjmp ledcolor_common
s complement = 255 - blue
5 - blue - green
s complement = 255 - green
ledcolorhasred:
ld temp2, Z+ ; green
tst temp2 ; Test for green = 0
brne ledcolor_hasgreen
ld temp2, Z+ ; blue (temp = red)
; Set OCROA to red
; Set OCROB to (255 - blue)
out OCROA, temp
com temp2
out OCROB, temp2
; 's complement = 255 - blue
; COMOAx = 1:0, COMOBx = 1:1
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If not,
in temp3, TCCROA
ori temp3, OxBO
andi temp3, OxBF
out TCCROA, temp3
rjmp ledcolor_common
ledcolor_hasgreen:
ld temp3, Z+
tst temp3
brne ledcolorhasblue
; complement of 0x40
; blue
; Test for blue = 0
; Set OCROA to (255 - red - green)
; Set OCROB to (255 - green)
com temp
sub temp, temp2
out OCROA, temp
com temp2
out OCROB, temp2
; l's complement = 255 - red
; 255 - red - green
; l's complement = 255 - green
; COMOAx = 1:1, COMOBx = 1:1
in temp3, TCCROA
ori temp3, OxFO
out TCCROA, temp3
rjmp ledcolor_common
ledcolorhasblue:
; All three colors must add up to 255. We can just choose
two of them to look at and assume the other one adds up.
; We don't have space on this device to actually check that
; the colors are set right, and nothing will explode if they
; don't add up correctly, it will just result in a random
; color.
; Set OCROA to (255 - blue)
; Set OCROB to red
out OCROB, temp
com temp3 ; 1'
out OCROA, temp3
; COMOAx = 1:0, COMOBx = 1:1
in temp3, TCCROA
ori temp3, OxBO
andi temp3, OxBF ; col
out TCCROA, temp3
s complement = 255 - blue
mplement of 0x40
ledcolor_common:
; Respond with device number
st Y+, device_number
rjmp transmitresponse
locall_commandcomplete:
rjmp commandcomplete
; These are here because brXX has
; a range of +/- 64 instructions.
process_command_ledoff:
; This command is distinct from LED color insofar as it
; takes 3 fewer bytes tp transmit and can apply to all
; devices as well as a specific one. This efficiency is
; important since we are likely to want to turn LEDs off
; quite frequently.
; Make sure the command is at least two bytes long. If not,
; the command is malformed and we ignore it.
cp ZL, XL
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brpl locall_commandcomplete ; if ZL >= XL
; Don't respond by default.
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_requires_response
ld temp, Z+ ; Retrieve the device number
tst temp ; Check if it's zero
breq doledoff ; If so, process command
cp temp, device_number ; Else compare to our device ID
brne locall_commandcomplete ; If not a match, skip
; Make sure we send response
sbr flags2, flag2_mask_requires_response
doledoff:
; Turn LED off by disconnecting PWM output compare units.
in temp, TCCROA
andi temp, $OF ; COMOAx, COMOBx set to 0
out TCCROA, temp
; Respond if necessary (echo device number)
sbrc flags2, flag2_requires_response
st Y+, device_number
rjmp transmitresponse
process_command_serial:
; We need to check whether this command is intended for
; us, and if so, transmit back our 4-byte serial number.
; The serial number is stored in EEPROM, but is moved
; to RAM at power-on for faster access.
; Make sure the command is at least two bytes long. If not,
; the command is malformed and we ignore it.
cp ZL, XL
brpl locall_commandcomplete ; if ZL >= XL
ld temp, Z+ ; Retrieve the device number
cp temp, device_number ; and compare to our own
brne locall_commandcomplete ; Skip if not a match
; Might need to clear ZH on devices with more SRAM
ldi ZL, mem_serial
; Move four bytes from serial number memory to response
; memory. Also calculate a checksum.
ld temp, Z+
st Y+, temp
mov temp2, temp
ld temp, Z+
st Y+, temp
add temp2, temp
ld temp, Z+
st Y+, temp
add temp2, temp
ld temp, Z+
st Y+, temp
add temp2, temp
st Y+, temp2
rjmp transmitresponse
process_command_identify:
; Only look at last two bits to find polling number
ldi temp, $03
and command_byte, temp
; Check whether the poll number is the same as the last
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; one we saw. If so, we've already been polled and there's
; no need to do anything now.
cp command_byte, poll_number
breq locall_commandcomplete
; Make sure the command is at least two bytes long. If not,
; the command is malformed and we ignore it.
cp ZL, XL
brpl locall_commandcomplete ; if ZL >= XL
; Otherwise, this is a new poll and we need to answer it.
; The next byte of the command contains the device number,
; which we should take as ours.
ld device_number, Z+
; Save this poll number as the last one we've seen.
mov poll_number, command_byte
; Format of response (2 bytes):
; <device number> <block type> <sensors/switches>
; Third byte bits 4-7 hold number of sensors, 0-2 hold
; number of switches. Bit 3 reserved, should always be 0.
st Y+, device_number
st Y+, block_type
mov temp, num_sensors
swap temp ; Move sensors to upper 4 bits
or temp, num_switches
st Y+, temp
; Calculate a checksum (literally the sum of all of the
; preceding bytes) to help with error recovery.
mov temp2, device_number
add temp2, block_type
add temp2, temp
st Y+, temp2
rjmp transmitresponse
local2_commandcomplete:
rjmp commandcomplete
process_command_switchoff:
; Switch off and switch on work the same way, with
; the exception of which direction they flip the pin.
; It's best to share as much code as possible between
; these two.
ldi temp2, high(switchoff_done)
ldi temp3, low(switchoff_done)
rjmp process_command_switchcommon
process_command_switchon:
; Load label of switch on code into Z pointer, for later
; indirect jump.
ldi temp2, high(switchon_done)
ldi temp3, low(switchon_done)
process_command_switchcommon:
; Check if the command is for us, and if so, turn on
the indicated switch number. If the switch number is
; zero, we take it to mean all switches. Similarly, if
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; the device number is zero, then the command is intended
for all devices. We should respond to a command
; specifically for us by sending our device number, but
; nobody should respond to a broadcast command.
; Make sure the command is at least two bytes long. If not,
; the command is malformed and we ignore it.
cp ZL, XL
brpl local2_commandcomplete ; if ZL >= XL
; Don't respond by default.
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_requires_response
ld temp, Z+ ; Retrieve the device number
tst temp ; Check if it's zero
breq do_switch ; If so, process command
cp temp, devicenumber ; Else compare to our device ID
brne local2_commandcomplete ; If not a match, skip
; Make sure we send response
sbr flags2, flag2_mask_requires_response
; The following is a very strange bunch of code, which
; is either a marvel of space-saving coding or a very
; cheap hack, I can't decide which. Because of the way
; the pins are used on the device, we have to use a lookup
; table and individual statements to turn each pin on
; or off. To avoid a huge amount of branch instructions,
; here's what happens:
; First, the Z pointer is loaded with the address of the
; *end* of the switch-setting code (either on or off, which
; is determined above). Then, we look to see if we're
; supposed to turn all the switches on or off, or just
one of them (i.e. check to see if switch number is 0).
; The switch code itself contains a brts instruction
; after each statement. So if we set the T flag, any
; call to that block will call only one statement and
; then branch. But if the T flag is cleared, it will
run all the statements until the end of the block.
; So, to turn all switches on or off, we find out how
; many switches are on this device, and adjust the Z
; pointer accordingly, and then call with T cleared. To
; set just one switch, we loop until we figure out which
; it is, adjusting Z as we go, and then jump with T set.
doswitch:
; Retrieve new Z pointer address from temporary storage
; (see above)
mov ZH, temp2
mov ZL, temp3
; Only look at last three bits to find switch number
ldi temp, $07
and command_byte, temp
; Test if switch number is 0
tst command_byte
brne individual_switch ; Not all switches on/off
clt ; Clear T flag
mov temp2, num_switches
lsl temp2 ; Multiply by 2
; Subtract 2*(num switches) from Z to get the new address
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sub ZL, temp2
sbci ZH, $00
ijmp ; Jump to Z pointer
individualswitch:
; Check that the switch number is less than or equal to
; the total switches on this device.
cp num_switches, command_byte
brlo switchoffdone
mov temp, command_byte
set ; Set T flag
switchloop:
sbiw ZH:ZL, $02 ; Move mem address up by 2
dec temp ; Decrement switch number
brne switchloop
ijmp ; If 0, go to Z pointer
switch7on:
cbi switch7_port, switch7_pin
brts switchondone
switch6on:
cbi switch6_port, switch6_pin
brts switchondone
switch5on:
cbi switch5_port, switch5_pin
brts switchondone
switch4on:
cbi switch4_port, switch4_pin
brts switchon_done
switch3on:
cbi switch3_port, switch3_pin
brts switchon done
switch2on:
cbi switch2_port, switch2_pin
brts switchondone
switchlon:
cbi switchl_port, switchl_pin
brts switchondone
switchondone:
rjmp switchoff_done
switch7off:
sbi switch7_port, switch7_pin
brts switchoff-done
switch6off:
sbi switch6_port, switch6_pin
brts switchoffdone
switch5off:
sbi switch5_port, switch5_pin
brts switchoffdone
switch4off:
sbi switch4_port, switch4_pin
brts switchoff done
switch3off:
sbi switch3_port, switch3_pin
brts switchoffdone
switch2off:
sbi switch2_port, switch2_pin
brts switchoffdone
switchloff:
sbi switchl_port, switchl_pin
brts switchoff done
switchoffdone:
; Respond if necessary
sbrs flags2, flag2_requires_response
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rjmp transmitresponse
; Echo a byte whose top three bits are the switch number
; and bottom five bits are the bottom five bits of the
; device number.
mov temp2, command_byte
swap temp2
lsl temp2
mov temp3, device_number
andi temp3, $1F ; 00011111
or temp2, temp3
st Y+, temp2
rjmp transmitresponse
process_command_sensor:
; If this command is intended for this device, then we
; need to call some custom code which queries the sensor
; in question and stores the appropriate data for a
; response.
; Before we do anything, make sure we actually have sensors.
; If not, then don't bother responding.
tst numsensors
breq local3_commandcomplete
; Make sure the command is at least two bytes long. If not,
; the command is malformed and we ignore it.
cp ZL, XL
brpl local3_commandcomplete ; if ZL >= XL
ld temp, Z+ ; Retrieve the device number
cp temp, device_number ; and compare to our own
brne local3_commandcomplete ; Skip if not a match
; Only look at last four bits to find sensor number
ldi temp, $OF
and command_byte, temp
; If sensor number is zero, it's asking for all sensors
; and we should call the appropriate handler. (Note that
; any block that has sensors MUST implement this vector).
brne sensornotzero
rcall vector_sensorall
rjmp transmitresponse
sensornotzero:
; Make sure it's asking for a valid sensor number.
cp num_sensors, command_byte
brlo local3_commandcomplete
; Otherwise set up the Z pointer to point to the appropriate
; vector, and do an indirect call there.
ldi ZH, high(vector_sensorall)
ldi ZL, low(vectorsensorall)
add ZL, command_byte
clr temp
adc ZH, temp
icall
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rjmp transmitresponse
process_command_unknown:
; Check if we have custom command-handling code to
run, and call it if so.
sbrc vflags, vflag_command
rcall vectorcommand
local3_commandcomplete:
rjmp commandcomplete
transmitresponse:
; The subroutine should have left the correct response
; in SRAM, with the Y pointer pointing to the first byte
; past the end. We then need to transmit that response.
clr ZH
ldi ZL, mem_response
response_loop:
; Make sure we aren't at the end of what we should transmit
; (which might be nothing at all)
cp ZL, YL
brpl response_transmitcomplete
; It's possible the host could interrupt to send a new
; command while we're trying to respond. We need to be
; smart enough to go back to listening if that happens.
; Hopefully checking before each byte will be good enough.
sbrc flags2, flag2_incoming_command
rjmp waitforcommand
; Queue up the next byte
ld nextbyte, Z+
sbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend
; Wait until byte gets loaded to transmit
response_waitforbyte:
sbrc flags, flag_bytetosend
rjmp responsewaitforbyte
rjmp responseloop
response_transmitcomplete:
; Once the response has finished transmitting, all that's
; left to do is go back and wait for the next command.
commandcomplete:
rjmp waitforcommand
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Appendix C
Host Code
; host.asm
; Handle power-on-signal communication from host side
; (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
; This file assumes a device running at 8MHz. The fuses should be
; programmed as follows:
; CLKDIV8 clear (1)
; CKSEL(3:0) = 0100 (i.e. CKSEL3,1,0 programmed, CKSEL2 clear)
.include "tn2313def.inc"
.define DEBUG
; Tiny 2313
; Toggle debugging pin on start bit
; Define communication speed here.
; Valid values: COMM_57600, COMM_115200
.define COMM_57600
; Communication timing information
.ifdef COMM_115200
.undef COMM_DELAY
.define COMM_POLL_ACTIVE_HIGH
.equ commtime = $D2
.equ onesendtime = $E4
.equ onerectime = $10
.equ onewaittime = $03
.equ commandstarttime = $C0
.endif
.ifdef COMM_57600
.undef COMM_DELAY
.undef COMM_POLL_ACTIVE_HIGH
.equ commtime = $8C
.equ onesendtime = $BO
.equ restsendtime = $E8
.equ onerectime = $40
.equ commandstarttime = $CO
.endif
; Use a delay loop in communication?
; No interrupts at end of sending 1
; Where to start the timer each time.
; This value used for receive, or to send 0
; Where to start timer to send a 1
; How many cycles need to go by to receive 1
; Will wait 3x this many cycles after 1
; (x8) How long to delay before sending command
; Use a delay loop in communication?
; Use interrupts at end of sending 1
; Where to start the timer each time.
; This value used for receive, or to send 0
; Where to start timer to send a 1
; Where to start timer after finishing 1
; How many cycles need to go by to receive 1
; (x8) How long to delay before sending command
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; Pins to use
.equ commpin = PORTB1
.equ switchpin = PORTB4
.equ dtrpin = PORTD3
.equ dsrpin = PORTD4
.equ debugpin = PORTB3
.equ debugpin2 = PORTD6
; PB1 = pin 13 on device
; Use
; for
; PB4
; PD3
; DTR
; PD4
; DSR
; PB3
; PD6
this pin because it is the pin
the analog comparator, which we use
= pin 16 on device
= pin 7 on device
is output at PC, input here
= pin 8 on device
is output here, input on PC
= pin 15 on device, for debugging
= pin 11 on device
; Definitions for flags register -- bit numbers for sbrc, sbrs
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
flag_currentbit = 0
flag_txrx = 1
flag_newbyte = 2
flag_sendingone = 3
flag_bytetosend = 4
flag_receiving = 5
flag_shouldsendcommand
; Definitions for flags2
.equ flag2_serialreceive
.equ flag2_serialerror =
.equ flag2_commandxmit =
; What's the current bit (0 or 1)?
; 1 = transmit, 0 = receive
; New byte available?
; Are we sending a 1? (used in timer 0 int)
; Is there another byte waiting?
; Receive in progress, or just waiting?
= 6 ; Is there a command waiting to send?
register
=0
1
2
-- bit numbers
Are we receiving data via serial port?
Is there an error condition?
Transmit in progress?
; These are the corresponding masks for things like sbr
.equ flag_mask_currentbit = $01
.equ flag_mask_txrx = $02
.equ flag_mask_newbyte = $04
.equ flag_mask_sendingone = $08
.equ flag_maskbytetosend = $10
.equ flag_mask_receiving = $20
.equ flag_mask_shouldsendcommand = $40
; Masks for flags2 register
.equ flag2_mask_serialreceive = $01
.equ flag2_mask_serialerror = $02
.equ flag2_mask_commandxmit = $04
Memory locations
; Stack goes at end of RAM
.equ mem_command = $60
.equ mem_command_max = $70
.equ mem_response = $70
.equ mem_responsemax = $90
; Command saved at start of RAM
; 16 byte command max
; Response starts 16 bits in
; 32 byte response max
; Command opcodes
command_identify = $C4
command_ping = $50
command_switchon = $88
command_switchoff = $90
command_ledcolor = $A8
command_ledoff = $AB
command_sensor = $60
command_serial = $34
command_hasdata = $56
; + device, lower 2 bits poll number
; Lower three bits are switch number
; + device
; + device red green blue
; + device
; + device, lower 4 bits sensor ID
; + device
; Like a ping
; Control characters for serial link
.equ serial_start_command = $43
.equ serial_ack = $06
.equ serial_nak = $15
; ASCII <ACK> (acknowledge)
; ASCII <NAK> (negative acknowledge)
; Register definitions
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.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.equ
.def sregsave = R1 ; Save SREG during interrupts
.def serialbyte = R11 ; The last byte from the USART
.def commandlen = R12 ; Length of the incoming command
.def lastbyte = R13 ; The last complete byte we received
.def nextbyte = R14 ; Next byte to send
.def clockreg = R15 ; Holds CK*I value for interrupt time
.def temp = R16 ; Use R16 as general dumping ground
.def time = R17 ; Use this to control how often interrupt
; happens. 0 = most frequently.
.def data = R18 ; Holds data to be transmitted or received
.def flags = R19 ; Flags for communication routines
.def flags2 = R20 ; More flags
.def inttemp = R21 ; Special temp to be used during interrupt calls
.def bitnum = R22 ; Which bit are we on in Rx or Tx?
.def debugreg = R23 ; For use in debugging
.def pulses = R24 ; How many pulses have gone by?
; R26 through R31 are used for memory addressing, although R27, R29, and R31
; are only needed for devices with more than 256 bytes of RAM (i.e. not the
; tiny2313). But be careful because some code in here clears them anyway.
.cseg
.org 0
rjmp reset
.org OVFOaddr
rjmp timerOint
.org URXCOaddr
rjmp rxcint
.org UDREOaddr
rjmp udreint
.org UTXCOaddr
rjmp txcint
.org ACIaddr
rjmp analogint
; Overview of communication states:
; 1) Active high: switchpin is output high, commpin is input (hi-Z)
2) Passive high: switchpin is output low, commpin is input (hi-Z)
; 3) Active low: switchpin is output low, commpin is output low
To receive a byte: do nothing and wait for flag_newbyte to be set,
; at which point byte is available in lastbyte register.
; To send a byte: move byte to be sent into nextbyte register, set
bytetosend flag. bytetosend flag clears when it's safe to put another
byte into the buffer (which will happen before transmission of this
byte has completed).
; Some debugging code that can be placed somewhere, which will flip
the designated debugging pin each time it's called:
;in inttemp, PORTB ; DEBUG: flip debugpin each time
;ldi debugreg, (1 << debugpin)
;eor inttemp, debugreg
;out PORTB, inttemp
timerOint:
; We get here whenever the timer overflows, which tells us one
; of two things:
; 1) it's time to send the next pulse. To send it, we switch to
; active low for a specified period of time, then (maybe) switch to
; passive high and return.
; 2) We had been holding the bus low to send a one, but now
; we're done and should release it to passive high.
First, save SREG because we may be using it somewhere else
outside of the interrupt routine
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in sregsave, SREG
; Set clock to normal CK*1 speed, in case we got here after announcing
; a new command
out TCCROB, clockreg
; Check the flags to see which of
sbrs flags, flag_sendingone
rjmp timer0notsendingone
; Okay, we were sending a one and
cbr flags, flag_mask_sendingone ;
cbi DDRB, commpin
these is the case.
now we're done
Reset the flag
Switch to passive high
.ifdef COMM_POLL_ACTIVE_HIGH
; Interrupts will take too long to work here so we should
; just poll to see whether the bus has in fact come up, and
; if so, switch to active high.
; FIXME: the trouble here is that the sbis/sbi combination takes
; two cycles if the comparator reads 1 (i.e. bus is low) and 3
; cycles if it reads 0 (i.e. bus goes high). This leads to
; unpredictable variations in timing, although if onewaittime is
; small those variations will be also.
ldi inttemp, onewaittime
onesendtimerloop:
sbis ACSR, ACO
sbi PORTB, switchpin
dec inttemp
brne onesendtimerloop
ldi inttemp, restsendtime
out TCNTO, inttemp
out SREG, sregsave
reti
; Is analog comparator reading 1?
; Then bus is low and we skip this
; For lower speeds, use interrupts
; Reset the count
; Put SREG the way we found it
; And we're done
timerOnotsendingone:
; No matter what, we want to go to active low. Since
; the bus has to be in active low for a while anyway by
; the definition of the protocol, we might as well do
; all our necessary processing while it's there, to save
; cycles.
cbi PORTB, switchpin
sbi DDRB, commpin
; switch pin outputs low
; commpin is now an output...
; To be safe, clear the analog comparator interrupt. It's
; possible that if the line rose during the time we were
; processing this interrupt, it would spuriously trigger
; even when we try to send a 1.
sbi ACSR, ACI
; Increment the pulses register. We use this elsewhere to
; wait specified numbers of pulses before doing things, for
; example initiating a transmission.
inc pulses
.ifdef COMM_DELAY
; Now wait the specified number of cycles
; Use a different register in case temp is being used somewhere
; 3*pulsewidth cycles, pulsewidth >= 1
ldi inttemp, pulsewidth
timerloop:
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.else
.endif
dec inttemp
brne timerloop
.endif
; Next check if we're in receive mode, and if so, record the
; last bit we got.
sbrc flags, flag_txrx ; Is transmit set?
rjmp timer0transmitmode ; Then skip the following stuff
sbrs flags, flag_currentbit
rjmp timerObitiszero ; Skip if bit is 0
; Receives will always start with a start bit, so this
; is a good place to set the flag indicating a receive
; is in progress.
sbr flags, flag_mask_receiving
; Input a 1 to data, and increment bitnum
sec
rol data ; Rotate data left, taking in 1 from carry flag
rjmp timerOcheckforbyte
timerObitiszero:
; If we receive a zero and we're still on bit 0, we haven't
; seen a start bit yet so we ought to just sit and wait
; for the next bit to show up.
tst bitnum
brne timerOshiftinzero
; If we receive a zero and we're at bit 0, it means
; we're not actually receiving anything
cbr flags, flag_mask_receiving
; Check here if we're supposed to send a byte, and if so,
; switch to transmit mode. Note that checking here always
; implies a space of 1 bit between the end of the last
; receive and the start of send. This is how we know
; the other device's transmission has actually finished.
sbrs flags, flag_bytetosend
rjmp timerOreceivemode
mov data, nextbyte ; Queue up the byte to send
sbr flags, flag_masktxrx ; Set transmit flag
cbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend ; Allow queue to be filled
ldi bitnum, $01 ; bitnum accounts for start bit
; being sent.
rjmp timer0startbit ; Go straight to sending start
; bit (saves CPU cycles)
timer0transmitmode:
; Here we handle the transmission of a bit. Every byte must
; be preceded by a start bit. bitnum holds the current bit we're
; on (including start bit), and data holds the byte we want to send.
; First check if we're actually finished transmitting (i.e.
; bitnum >= 9)
cpi bitnum, $09 ; 8 bits + start bit
brlo timerOnextbit
; If we get here, it's because a byte just finished transmitting.
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sbrs flags, flag_bytetosend ; Is there another byte waiting?
rjmp timerOnonewbyte
mov data, nextbyte ; Move it in from the queue
cbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend ; Clear the waiting flag
ldi bitnum, $01 ; Load 1 into bitnum to account for
; fact we're going straight to sending
start bit.
rjmp timerOstartbit ; Start sending this new byte
; Will always start with start bit
timerOnextbit:
; As it happens, we will only get here if the start
; bit has already been sent. As an optimization, all
; routines that send the start bit go straight to
; timerOstartbit without passing through here.
inc bitnum
lsl data ; Shift data left, putting MSB in carry
brcc timerOrelease ; Sending a 0
timerOstartbit: ; Anything that calls this label
; should make sure bitnum = 1 first!
timerOsendone:
ldi inttemp, onesendtime
out TCNTO, inttemp ; Otherwise set timer to hold
; low for longer
sbr flags, flag_mask_sendingone ; Set flag appropriately
out SREG, sregsave ; Put SREG back
reti
timerOnonewbyte:
clr bitnum ; Reset bitnum to 0
cbr flags, flag_mask_txrx ; Clear transmit flag
rjmp timerOreceivemode
; This stuff is actually receive mode code. It's here to
; save a few cycles by allowing the end to fall through to
; the release code without a superfluous rjmp.
timerOshiftinzero:
lsl data ; Rotate data left, taking in 0 as last bit
timer0checkforbyte:
inc bitnum ; Increment the bit
cpi bitnum, $09 ; Is bitnum less than 9 (8 + 1 start)?
brlo timerOreceivemode ; Then we're not done receiving
; this byte yet.
; Okay, we have a complete byte now sitting in data. Now we shuffle
; it off to somewhere where it's safe until the next byte completes
; and clear bitnum to let the process start again.
mov lastbyte, data
clr bitnum
sbr flags, flag_mask_newbyte
timerOreceivemode:
; Set current bit in flags to 1. It will remain as 1 unless
; line rises fast enough for it to be set to 0.
sbr flags, flag_mask_currentbit
; Now go to passive high and wait for analog comparator to
; do something (or not).
timerOrelease:
; Will this rise so quickly that we won't get out of this
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; interrupt in time? (OK, shouldn't happen...)
out TCNTO, time
out SREG, sregsave
cbi DDRB, commpin
; Reset the count
; Put SREG back
; Go to passive high
reti
rxcint:
.ifdef DEBUG
in inttemp, PORTB ; DEBUG:
ldi debugreg, (1 << debugpin)
eor inttemp, debugreg
out PORTB, inttemp
.endif
flip debugpin each time
; We get here whenever there's a
; PC/DSP serial link.
new byte to receive from the
in sregsave, SREG
; Get status bits-- have to do this before reading data.
; The three error bits are frame error (FE), data overrun (DOR),
; and parity error (PE). PE won't come up since we don't use
; parity. DOR hopefully shouldn't either since we're using this
; interrupt routine to keep the buffer empty. Not sure what we
; should be doing with FE right now, so I'll just ignore it and
; hope everything works.
in inttemp, UCSRA
; Check for frame error. We should alert the PC if so by
; sending a negative acknowledge (NAK). If a command receive
; was in progress, we abort and wait for it to be sent again.
sbrc inttemp, FE
rjmp rxc_frameerror
; Get new data byte
in serialbyte, UDR
; Check whether we're waiting for a command (if so, commandlen
= $FF). If so, check whether the new byte is announcing the
start of a command.
ser inttemp
cp inttemp, commandlen
breq rxc_commandstart
; Check if commandlen is zero
tst commandlen
breq rxccommandgetlen
; Otherwise we should add this byte to the command buffer.
st X+, serialbyte
; Check if we've hit the maximum length yet.
mov inttemp, XL
subi inttemp, mem_command
cp inttemp, commandlen
brpl rxc_commandfinished
; If not, then just sit and wait for next byte.
out SREG, sregsave
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reti
rxc_commandstart:
; If it's not the start of a new command, then we don't know
; what it is and the best we can do is ignore it.
ldi inttemp, serial_start_command
cp serialbyte, inttemp
brne rxcnotstartcode
; Check that we can take a new command. We can't unless
; the last one is finished, because we'll trash the X
; pointer which it uses.
sbrc flags2, flag2_commandxmit
rjmp rxc_nak
; Set commandlen to zero, and wait for the next byte to
; tell us the length of the incoming command.
clr commandlen
rxcnotstartcode:
out SREG, sregsave
reti
rxc_commandgetlen:
; If we get here, it's because we think the incoming
; byte tells us the length of the command. All commands
; are between 1 and 16 bytes long. Anything else is
; malformed and should generate an error.
; Is command length 0?
tst serialbyte
breq rxc_nak
; Is command length > 16?
ldi inttemp, $10
cp inttemp, serialbyte ; 16 < length
brlo rxcnak
; Set this byte as the command length
mov commandlen, serialbyte
; Initialize the X pointer to point to the start
; of incoming command memory
clr XH
ldi XL, mem_command
out SREG, sregsave
reti
rxccommandfinished:
; We have a whole command sitting in memory. We send
; an acknowledge back to the PC and set the flag to
; transmit the command over the bus.
; FIXME: what to do about transmission in progress?
ldi inttemp, serial_ack
out UDR, inttemp
sbr flags, flag_mask_shouldsendcommand
; Clear commandlen to get ready for next command
ser inttemp
mov commandlen, inttemp
out SREG, sregsave
reti
rxcframeerror:
; Get data byte to clear receive interrupt, even though we
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; don't use it.
in inttemp, UDR
rxc_nak:
; FIXME: what to do about transmission in progress?
Idi inttemp, serial_nak
out UDR, inttemp
ser inttemp
mov commandlen, inttemp
out SREG, sregsave
reti
; $FF = no command in progress
udreint:
; We get here when the USART signals that it can take more
; data in its transmit buffer. We need to check the command
; response buffer to see if there's anything to transmit.
cp ZL, YL
brpl udre_nomoredata
; Load the next byte from SRAM and send it.
ld inttemp, Z+
out UDR, inttemp
reti
udrenomoredata:
; Disable the UDRE interrupt so this
in inttemp, UCSRB
andi inttemp, $DF ; complement
out UCSRB, inttemp
reti
stops getting called.
of $20
txcint:
; Clear the DSR line to signal end of transmission.
cbi PORTD, dsrpin
reti
analogint:
; When we get here, it's because of a
; analog comparator, which means that
; above 1.22V. That means we want to
; passive high to active high.
falling edge on the
the comm pin just rose
switch states from
sbi PORTB, switchpin
; If we're in transmit mode, we're done, otherwise we have
; to figure out whether a 0 or 1 was sent to us.
sbrc flags, flag_txrx ; Is transmit set?
reti ; Then we're done
; Better save SREG here because we change it.
in sregsave, SREG
; Check the current timer count. If it hasn't gone far, then
; the bit sent was a 0, but if it's taken a large number of cycles
; to get here, then something held the bus low to send a 1
in inttemp, TCNTO
sub inttemp, time ; Subtract timer's starting value
cpi inttemp, onerectime ; Compare to minimum time for 1
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; If at least that long, branch
; Otherwise set a flag that says we received a 0
cbr flags, flag_mask_currentbit
analogdone:
out SREG, sregsave
reti
; Restore SREG to the way we found it
; Program starts here
reset:
; First, set the clock prescaler. If the CKDIV8 fuse is programmed,
; the default clock frequency is divided by 8. We want it divided
; by 1.
ldi temp, $80
out CLKPR, temp
ldi temp, $00
out CLKPR, temp
; Initial housekeeping.
clr bitnum
clr flags
clr pulses
ser temp
mov commandlen, temp
; Set up the stack to point to the
ldi temp, low(RAMEND)
out SPL, temp
; Set CLKPCE to enable writing to CLKPS
; CLKPCE clear, CLKPS = 0000 (/ 1)
; Current bit 0
; Receive mode, no byte available
; No pulses so far
; $FF = no current command
end of memory
; Start in active high state-- all pins are inputs except
; switchpin, which is output high. No pullups on inputs.
ldi temp, (1 << switchpin) + (1 << debugpin)
out PORTB, temp
out DDRB, temp
; DSR should be configured as an output, low to begin with.
ldi temp, (1 << dsrpin) + (1 << debugpin2)
out DDRD, temp
; Set up analog comparator, using internal 1.1V reference
; Trigger interrupt on falling edge (which corresponds to
; rising PB1
ldi temp, (1 << ACBG) + (1 << ACIE) + (1 << ACIS1)
out ACSR, temp
; Initialize the USART
; communication speed.
; when transmitter can
for 8N1, with the rate depending on our
Use interrupts for receive and to signal
take new data.
ldi temp, (1 << U2X) ; Double comm speed
out UCSRA, temp
ldi temp, (1 << RXEN) + (1 << TXEN) + (1 << RXCIE)
out UCSRB, temp
ldi temp, (1 << UCSZ1) + (1 << UCSZO)
out UCSRC, temp
.ifdef COMM_57600
; For a device at 8MHz and U2X = 1, UBRR = 16 for 57.6k (+2.1% error)
clr temp
out UBRRH, temp
ldi temp, $10
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brpl analogdone
out UBRRL, temp
; FIXME: This code is a hack for the particular device being used
; to synchronize the serial port speed.
;ldi temp, $5C
;out OSCCAL, temp
.endif
.ifdef COMM 115200
; For a device at 8MHz and U2X = 1, UBRR = 8 for 115.2k (-3.5. error)
clr temp
out UBRRH, temp
ldi temp, $08
out UBRRL, temp
.endif
; Set interrupts to use Timer 0 overflow
ldi time, commtime; ; Initialize the current count
out TCNTO, time;
ldi temp, (1 << TOIEO) ; Enable timer 0 overflow
out TIMSK, temp
clr temp
out TCCROA, temp ; Enable normal timer operation (no PWM)
ldi temp, (1 << CSOO) ; Multiplier CK*1
out TCCROB, temp
mov clockreg, temp ; Store in its own register for faster
; access during interrupts
; Make sure general interrupts are off (may be redundant)
ldi temp, $00
out GIMSK, temp
; Enable interrupts!
sei
sendcommandloop:
; Here we wait for a command to arrive, send it, and wait for
; a response (if necessary). Not all commands require responses.
; We don't bother listening for traffic unless we're waiting
; for the response to a command, since devices should never
; transmit unrequested.
; Spin until we have a command to send. The command will come in
; via the serial port.
sendcommand_spin:
sbrs flags, flag_shouldsendcommand
rjmp sendcommand_spin
cbr flags, flag_mask_shouldsendcommand
sbr flags2, flag2_mask_commandxmit
; Now there's a command to send stored in memory.
; X points to the end of the command, so only transmit that far
clr YH
ldi YL, mem_command
; Do these operations atomically, without interrupts
cli
; Delay the next pulse to signal start of command
ldi temp, (1 << CSO1) ; Set multiplier to clk/8
out TCCROB, temp
ldi temp, commandstarttime ; Set timer start time
out TCNTO, temp
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idi temp, (1 << TOVO) ; Clear interrupt, if any
out TIFR, temp
; Queue up first byte of command to transmit
ld nextbyte, Y+
sbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend
cbr flags, flag_mask_txrx + flag_mask_receiving + flag_mask_currentbit + flag_mask_sendingone
clr bitnum ; Stop whatever we're doing now
cbi DDRB, commpin ; Release the bus, just in case
; And wait for stuff to happen
sei
sbi PORTD, debugpin2
; Wait until byte gets loaded to transmit
sendcommand_waitforbyte:
sbrc flags, flag_bytetosend
rjmp sendcommand_waitforbyte
cp YL, XL
breq sendcommand_transmitcomplete
ld nextbyte, Y+
sbr flags, flag_mask_bytetosend
rjmp sendcommand_waitforbyte
; Get here once whole command has been transmitted. Wait for
; response, if any. Time out if too many pulses go by before
; receive starts
sendcommand_transmitcomplete:
cbi PORTD, debugpin2
cbr flags2, flag2_mask_commandxmit
; Wait for the transmission to actually finish, since there
; could be part of a byte left to get sent out
sendcommandwaitfortransmit:
sbrc flags, flag_txrx
rjmp sendcommand_waitfortransmit
; Use the Y pointer to hold address of incoming response. X
; point still points to end of transmitted command, in case we
; want to know how long it is later.
clr YH
ldi YL, mem_response
; The Z pointer is used to transmit the command back across
; the serial port as it comes in. Normally the bytes will go
; out roughly as fast as they come in, but we store them in
; memory in case one link or the other hits a slowdown.
clr ZH
ldi ZL, mem_response
clr pulses ; Start counting pulses
sendcommand_receivebegin:
cpi pulses, $OA ; Timeout on 10 pulses with no response
brpl sendcommand_receivecomplete
sbrs flags, flag_receiving
rjmp sendcommand_receivebegin
; Now that the receive has started, we need to load in each of the
; response bytes as they come in, watching for the receiving flag
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; to go low again to signal the end of the resposne.
sendcommandreceiveloop:
sbrs flags, flag_receiving ; Are we still receiving?
rjmp sendcommand_receivecomplete
sbrs flags, flag_newbyte ; Is a new byte available?
rjmp sendcommand_receiveloop
; Store this byte, incrementing the memory location
st Y+, lastbyte
; Clear the newbyte flag so we can wait for the next one
cbr flags, flag_mask_newbyte
; Set the DSR pin high to signal to the PC that the response is
; coming.
sbi PORTD, dsrpin
; Set the UDRE interrupt to allow transmission of this byte over
; the serial port. This may be redundant if it's already enabled,
; but that won't harm anything.
;in temp, UCSRB
;ori temp, (1 << UDRIE)
;out UCSRB, temp
; Make sure we haven't exceeded maximum response length
cpi YL, mem_response_max
brlo sendcommand_receiveloop
sendcommand_receivecomplete:
; Set the transmit complete interrupt to tell us when the
; serial transmission has finished. The interrupt routine will
; clear DSR. We need to do it this way so the DSR line stays
; in sync with the serial data, which may still be buffered.
;in temp, UCSRB
;ori temp, (1 << TXCIE)
;out UCSRB, temp
; Receive is complete, response is sitting in memory. Y pointer
; holds first address past end of response.
mov temp, YL
sub temp, ZL
out UDR, temp
in temp, UCSRB
ori temp, (1 << UDRIE)
out UCSRB, temp
rjmp sendcommandloop
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Appendix D
Network Polling Code
# serialblocks.py
# Code for communicating with blocks and determining network structure.
# (c) 2005 Andrew McPherson
import serial
import time
import random
# PyCsound2 contains routines interfacing with Csound to handle the DSP.
from PyCsound2 import *
# Port information
serialPort = '/com2'
serialBaud = 57600
serialTimeout = 1
# Other information
pollingInterval = .25
ledBlinkInterval = .25
# Define three classes of exception for commands. The first indicates
# an error sending the command, as indicated by a NAK response or no
# response at all. The second indicates an error receiving the response,
# such as a timeout. In some cases it may be safe to retransmit a command
# in the case of a send exception but not a receive exception, for example
# an identify command where despite the receive exception, the device may
# have seen the command and taken an identity that we don't know about.
# The third indicates a completed command with a response other than what
# we expected.
class IOSendError(IOError):
pass
class IOReceiveError(IOError):
pass
class IOResponseError(IOError):
pass
# Send a command and check for a particular response, for example the
# echo of a device ID in certain commands.
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def sendCommandCheckResponse(command, expectedResponse, retries=3):
currentTry = 1
success = 0
response = []
while not success:
try:
# Don't use the retry loop within sendCommand(), because
# we have our own here.
response = sendCommand(command, retries=l)
if response != expectedResponse:
msg = "Expected response " + str(expectedResponse) +" and got " + str(response)
print msg
raise IOResponseError, msg
else:
success = 1
except IOError:
currentTry += 1
if currentTry > retries:
raise
return response
# Take a list of bytes to transmit, and
# return a list containing the bytes in
def sendCommand(command, retries=3):
response = []
currentTry = 1
success 
= 0
1 = len(command)
if 1 <= 0:
return(response)
the response.
while not success:
try:
ser.flushInput()
ser.write("\x43") # Magic number indicates new command
ser.write(chr(l)) # Send length
for a in range(l):
ser.write(chr(command[a]))
input = ser.read(1)
if len(input) <= 0:
raise IOSendError, "Timeout location 1"
n = ord(input)
if n == 21: # NAK
raise IOSendError, "Got NAK instead of ACK"
elif n != 6: # ACK
raise IOSendError, "Got " + str(n) + " instead of ACK (6)"
rlength = 0
input = ser.read(1)
if len(input) <= 0:
raise IOReceiveError, "Timeout location 2"
rlength = ord(input)
if rlength == 0:
return(response) # Length = 0 and we're done.
for a in range(rlength):
input = ser.read(l)
if len(input) <= 0:
raise IOReceiveError, "Timeout location 3"
c = ord(input)
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response.append(c)
success = 1
except IOError, inst:
print "I/O Error:", str(inst)
currentTry += 1
if currentTry > retries:
raise
return(response)
# Clear out any partial command by sending a bunch of zeros
# until we can guarantee the host is in sync. The maximum length
# of a command is 16 bytes. The length of a command is announced
# at the beginning, and any bytes after that are ignored. (It takes
# the special character 0x43 to initiate a new command.)
def flushSerial():
for n in range(16):
ser.write("\xOO")
ser.flushInput()
# Create and send the LED color command for the specified
# device.
def sendLedColor(device, red, green, blue, retries=3):
if red + green + blue > 255:
print "Error: red + green + blue must be <= 255"
return []
elif (red != 0 and green != 0 and blue != 0) and (red + green + blue != 255):
print "Error: invalid color"
return []
elif device <= 0 or device > 255:
print "Error: invalid device"
return []
command = [OxA8, device, red, green, blue]
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [ evice], retries)
def sendLedOff(device, retries=3):
if device < 0 or device > 255:
print "Error: invalid device"
return []
command = [OxAB, device]
# Response expected only if device != 0
if device == 0:
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [], retries)
else:
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [device], retries)
def sendLedOffAll(retries=3):
return sendLedOff(O, retries)
def sendPing(retries=3):
command = [Ox50]
return sendCommand(command, retries)
def sendHasData(retries=3):
command = [0x56]
return sendCommand(command, retries)
def sendGetSerialNumber(device, retries=3):
currentTry = 1
success = 0
returnValue = []
if device <= 0 or device > 255:
print "Error: invalid device"
return []
command = [0x34, device]
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while not success and currentTry <= retries:
try:
response = sendCommand(command, 1)
if len(response) < 5:
msg = "Response too short: " + str(response)
raise IOResponseError, msg
cksum = (response[O] + response[1] + response[2] + response[3]) 256
if cksum != response[4]:
msg = "Checksum incorrect: " + str(response)
raise IOResponseError, msg
returnValue = [response[O], response[1], response[2], response[3]]
success = 1
except IOError, inst:
print "Error getting serial number (dev " + str(device) + "):", str(inst)
currentTry += 1
return returnValue
def sendIdentify(pollNumber, newDevice, retries=3):
if pollNumber < 0 or pollNumber > 3:
print "Error: poll number must be between 0 and 3"
return []
elif newDevice <= 0 or newDevice > 255:
print "Error: device number must be between 1 and 255"
return []
p = OxC4 I pollNumber
command = [p, newDevice]
return sendCommand(command, retries)
def sendSwitchOn(device, switchNumber, retries=3):
if switchNumber < 0 or switchNumber > 7:
print "Error: switch number must be between 0 and 7"
return []
elif device < 0 or device > 255:
print "Error: invalid device"
return []
s = 0x88 I switchNumber
command = [s, device]
# Response expected only if device number is not 0
if device == 0:
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [] retries)
else:
expectedResponseByte = (device & OxlF) + (switchNumber << 5)
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [expectedResponseByte], retries)
def sendSwitchOff(device, switchNumber, retries=3):
if switchNumber < 0 or switchNumber > 7:
print "Error: switch number must be between 0 and 7"
return []
elif device < 0 or device > 255:
print "Error: invalid device"
return []
s = Ox90 I switchNumber
command = [s, device]
# Response expected only if device number is not 0
if device == 0:
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [], retries)
else:
expectedResponseByte = (device & OxiF) + (switchNumber << 5)
return sendCommandCheckResponse(command, [expectedResponseByte], retries)
def sendAllSwitches0n(retries=3):
return sendSwitchOn(O,0,retries)
def sendAllSwitches0ff(retries=3):
return sendSwitchOff(O,O,retries)
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def sendSensor(device, sensorNumber, retries=3):
if sensorNumber < 0 or sensorNumber > 15:
print "Error: sensor number must be between 0 and 15"
return []
elif device <= 0 or device > 255:
print "Error: invalid device"
return []
s = 0x60 I sensorNumber
command = [s, device]
return sendCommand(command, retries)
# The routine to poll the network. When called, it first issues a ping,
# and if everything is what it expected, it returns. Otherwise, it goes
# through the switch and identify routine to figure out what's connected
# where.
# retries is the number of times to try each I/O command
# networkRetries is the number of times to try repolling the network
# if the ping doesn't match at the end.
def pollNetwork(currentNetwork, retries=3, networkRetries=10):
global pollNumber
global pingResponse
global currentDeviceNumber
global networkLeafNodes
currentTry = 1
success = 0
newNetwork = []
response = sendPing(retries)
if response == pingResponse:
return currentNetwork
#print "Network has changed: got response", response
while not success and currentTry <= networkRetries:
try:
# Tell everyone switches off
sendAllSwitchesOff(retries)
# Initialize the new values
currentDeviceNumber = 1
pingResponse = []
# Increment the poll number
pollNumber += 1
if pollNumber > 3:
pollNumber = 0
response = sendIdentify(pollNumber, currentDeviceNumber, retries)
networkLeafNodes = []
#print "response", response
if response == []:
return []
# Otherwise go through this device's switches and add anything
# connected to them.
currentDeviceNumber += 1
pingResponse = [2
newNetwork = pollNetworkHelper(response, retries)
# All switches should be on already but we'll do this just in case.
for a in range(10):
sendAllSwitchesOn(retries)
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response = sendPing(retries)
if response != pingResponse:
print "Error: unexpected ping response after repolling:", response
currentTry += 1
else:
success = 1
except IOError, inst:
print "I/O during network polling:", str(inst)
currentTry += 1
return newNetwork
# For each switch in the specified device, turn it on and then send identify.
# Recursively call pollNetworkHelper to interpret the results.
def pollNetworkHelper(data, retries):
global currentDeviceNumber
global pingResponse
global networkLeafNodes
processedData = processIdentifyData(data)
if processedData == []:
return []
thisDevice = processedData[O]
numSwitches = processedData[2]
serialNumberList = sendGetSerialNumber(thisDevice, 10)
serialNumber = processSerialNumber(serialNumberList)
if serialNumber == -1:
msg = "Couldn't get serial number of block " + str(thisDevice)
raise IOResponseError, msg
returnValue = [processedData + [serialNumber]]
isLeafNode = 1
for n in range(1, numSwitches+1):
sendSwitch0n(thisDevice, n retries)
response = sendIdentify(pollNumber, currentDeviceNumber, retries)
if response != []:
# Update the ping response. The list might have to be
# lengthened if we cross a byte boundary.
p = currentDeviceNumber / 8
while len(pingResponse) <= p:
pingResponse = pingResponse + [0]
pingResponse[p] I= 1 << (currentDeviceNumber 8)
currentDeviceNumber += 1
isLeafNode = 0
returnValue = returnValue + [pollNetworkHelper(response, r tries)]
# Add this device to the list if it's a leaf node
if isLeafNode != 0:
networkLeafNodes.append(thisDevice)
return returnValue
# Helper function to convert the data returned by the identify command
# into a more usable format.
def processIdentifyData(data):
if len(data) == 0:
return []
elif len(data) != 4:
raise IOResponseError, "Bad identify data length: " + str(data)
elif ((data[O] + data[1] + data[2]) % 256) != data[3]:
raise IOResponseError, "Bad identify data checksum: " + str(data)
else:
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numSwitches = data[2] & 0x07 # Lower 3 bits
numSensors = (data[2] & OxFO) >> 4 # Upper 4 bits
# data[0] = device ID
# data[l] = device type
return [data[O], data[1], numSwitches, numSensors]
# Helper function to convert the data returned by the serial number command
# into a single number.
def processSerialNumber(data):
if len(data) < 4:
return -1
#return hex((data[0] << 24) + (data[1] << 16) + (data[2] << 8) + (data[31))
return (long(data[0]) << 24) + (long(data[1]) << 16) + (long(data[2]) << 8) + (long(data[3]))
# Set the LED of the given device to a color given by a hue
# between 0 and 255. 0 is red, increasing numbers go through
# green and blue and finally back to red by 255.
def setLedHue(device, hue, retries=3):
red = 255
green = 0
blue = 0
if hue < 0 or hue > 255:
print "LED hue", hue, "out of range"
return
if hue <= 85:
green = hue * 3
red = (85 - hue) * 3
blue = 0
elif hue > 85 and hue <= 170:
blue = (hue - 85) * 3
green = (170 - hue) * 3
red = 0
elif hue > 170:
red = (hue - 170) * 3
blue = (255 - hue) * 3
green = 0
return sendLedColor(device, red, green, blue, retries)
# Given a list of leaf nodes, create an order in which to
# run the LEDs. This goes from each leaf up to the top of
# the tree, and then on to the next leaf.
def createLedCycle(currentNetwork, leaves):
global ledNodeCycle
ledNodeCycle = []
for a in range(len(leaves)):
pathToNode(currentNetwork, leaves[a])
def pathToNode(tree, node):
if len(tree) == 0:
return 0
thisBlock = tree[O]
if len(thisBlock) == 0:
return 0
thisBlockNumber = thisBlock[0]
if thisBlockNumber == node:
ledNodeCycle.append(thisBlockNumber)
return 1
for a in range(1, len(tree)):
if pathToNode(tree[a], node) != 0:
ledNodeCycle.append(thisBlockNumber)
return 1
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return 0
# Program starts here
pollNumber = 0
pingResponse = []
currentNetwork = []
networkLeafNodes = []
ledNodeCycle = []
currentDeviceNumber = 1
ser = serial.Serial(serialPort, serialBaud, timeout=serialTimeout)
flushSerial()
# Poll the network twice to begin with to guarantee there aren't blocks
# that still remember the polling number we used from last time we ran
# this script. Two polls in a row guarantee that all blocks see a new
# polling number.
initialize()
currentNetwork = pollNetwork(currentNetwork)
currentNetwork = pollNetwork(currentNetwork)
print currentNetwork
createLedCycle(currentNetwork, networkLeafNodes)
try:
updateNetwork(currentNetwork)
except Exception, inst:
print "Initial network setup failed:", str(inst)
pass
# Needs Python 2.4
#random.seed()
lastPollTime = time.time()
lastLedTime = lastPollTime
ledIndex = 0
lastLedBlock = 0
try:
while 1:
# First, check to see if it's time to repoll the network.
currentTime = time.time()
if currentTime - lastPollTime > pollingInterval:
lastPollTime = currentTime
try:
newNetwork = pollNetwork(currentNetwork)
if newNetwork != currentNetwork:
print "Network changed:", newNetwork
currentNetwork = newNetwork
createLedCycle(currentNetwork, networkLeafNodes)
ledIndex = 0
updateNetwork(currentNetwork)
except KeyboardInterrupt:
raise
except Exception, inst:
print "Error polling network. Assuming no change, will try again."
print "Error was:", str(inst)
# Also check if it's time to update the LEDs.
if currentTime - lastLedTime > ledBlinkInterval:
lastLedTime = currentTime
if len(ledNodeCycle) > 0:
try:
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blockNum = ledNodeCycle[ledIndex]
instNum = ID2InstDict[blockNum]
val = instDict[instNum].getLEDVal()
if blockNum != lastLedBlock:
sendLedOffAll()
lastLedBlock = blockNum
setLedHue(blockNum, val)
ledIndex += 1
if ledIndex >= len(ledNodeCycle):
ledIndex = 0
except KeyboardInterrupt:
raise
except Exception, inst:
print "Error setting LED for block", blockNum
print "Error was:", str(inst)
# Now check for sensor data. Check each bit of the
# hasData command.
whoHasData = []
response = sendHasData()
for byte in range(len(response)):
for bit in range(8):
if (response[byte] & (1 << bit)) != 0:
whoHasData.append(byte*8 + bit)
for a in range(len(whoHasData)):
try:
blockNum = whoHasData[a]
# FIXME: Shouldn't always assume sensor 1. Make
# the instance understand what to do to retrieve
# its data.
data = sendSensor(blockNum, 1)
if len(data) == 0:
# No actual data (false alarm), move on.
continue
# Debug:
print "Got data", data, "from block", blockNum
# FIXME: Also shouldn't assume length of data is 1.
# But this works for now.
instNum = ID2InstDict[blockNum]
instDict[instNum].lastSensorTime = currentTime
instDict[instNum] .sendSensVal(1, data[0])
# FIXME: Also, do something about priority and delay time.
# The class should have an element that indicates when it
# was last polled so we know whether it's time or not.
except KeyError:
# Get here if the instance doesn't exist. Nothing to do
# except ignore the data
print "No such block number", blockNum, "in data polling."
except IOError, inst:
# Print a message and move on.
print "Error while getting data:", str(inst)
except KeyboardInterrupt:
raise
except Exception, inst:
print "Unknown error getting data:", str(inst)
finally:
try:
instDict [O . sendSensVal(1,0)
except:
pass
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flushSerial()
sendLedOffAll()
ser.close()
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